


 
 
Appendix 7.1 
 
Further consultation letter to S42 statutory 
consultees 



 

1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 

9th October 2019 

 

Dear Sir/Madam 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation on Project Changes 

 

Deadline for Receipt of Responses:  11th November 2019 

 

You will recall that you were consulted in 2018 by Thurrock Power Limited (‘Thurrock Power’) in 

relation to the above proposed development, as a prescribed consultee under section 42(1)(a) of the 

Planning Act 2008 (the ‘Act’). A copy of our initial consultation letter sent to you in October 2018 is 

attached (without enclosures) for ease of reference.  

 

As part of the formal statutory consultation process, you were provided with a DVD copy of the 

Preliminary Environmental Information Report (‘PEIR’) and a plan showing the full proposed 

Development Consent Order (‘DCO’) application boundary as at October 2018. The PEIR included a 

Non-Technical Summary (‘NTS’) which, at page 7, contained a plan illustrating the zones within the 

DCO application boundary. All previous consultation documents, including the PEIR and NTS, can be 

viewed in the ‘Documents’ section of the project website: www.thurrockpower.co.uk  

 

Subsequent to the PEIR and NTS being produced in October 2018, and as a result of responses to the 

initial consultation, discussion with stakeholders and ongoing iterative design refinement, which has 

led to improvements to the project, a consultation process to seek your views on these changes will 

now be undertaken. This consultation will take place during the period from 11th October 2019 to 11th 

November 2019.  

 

Please find enclosed: 

 

1. Consultation letter of October 2018; 

2. Project Changes Report; 

3. Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018;  

4. Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary; 

5. Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed;  

6. Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and 

7. Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019. 

 

Summary of Project Changes 

 

The main changes to the proposed development subsequent to our initial statutory consultation are: 

 

1. The approach to construction access to the site has changed so that access will be taken from 

the south and west rather than to the north, reducing the impact on local public highways and 

removing all permanent impact on Parsonage Common; 

 

2. A new permanent causeway into the River Thames will be constructed and used during 

construction for the delivery of very large and abnormal indivisible loads by water, along with 

a haul road from the causeway to the construction site (both Zone G on the enclosed Zone 



 

Plan). There are two, alternative, options proposed for the route of the haul road in this 

consultation; 

 

3. Primary construction access will be from the west through land to the north of the recently 

constructed Tilbury 2 site and will connect the main Project site to the A1089 public highway 

(see Zone H on the Zone Plan). Minor works may be required to widen certain parts of this 

route; 

 

4. Previously proposed access routes for abnormal indivisible loads have been removed from the 

project. This includes the removal of the previously proposed use of a crane over the railway 

line and construction of an access route through Parsonage Common. The area that has been 

removed is shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

 

5. Previously proposed use of and works to existing public highways to the north of the main 

project site and the creation of a construction haul road running east-west from the A126 

Gateway Academy roundabout have been removed from the Project design due to access now 

being taken from the south and not from the north of the main project site. The areas which 

have been removed are shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

 

6. The area required for connection into the National Grid Substation has been reduced due to 

progress in agreement of the point of connection (Zone B on the Zone Plan); 

 

7. The total area for the gas pipeline route in the vicinity of Station Road (Zones D1-D2 on the 

Zone Plan) has been reduced substantially as the gas pipeline route has been refined; 

 

8. Additional land has been included south of Station Road, outside the perimeter of the Low 

Street Pit Local Wildlife Site (Zone D1 on the Zonal Plan). This reduces the need for 

construction work along Station Road and the length and duration of closures of sections of 

the road required for construction and maintenance, and also allows the removal of the area 

north of station road (coloured orange on the change plan); 

 

9. The area of land for wildlife habitat compensation and enhancement between the railway and 

Cooper Shaw Road (Zones F1 and F2 on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) 

has been changed to separate this land from the exchange Common Land area (Zone E on the 

Zone Plan). This improves habitat creation without conflicting the grazing use of the Common 

Land;  

 

10. Additional land has been included to the west of the main development site (included in Zone 

A on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) for carbon capture readiness. 

Although carbon capture technology for power stations is not yet used in the UK, this may be 

a key technology to mitigate climate change effects in the future. Developers are required to 

allow sufficient space on-site for such technology if it becomes feasible in future;  

 

11. A new area (shown coloured green on the Change Plan) has been added between the new 

(replacement) common land (Zone E on the Zone Plan) and Fort Road. This area is to provide 

a footpath link from Fort Road, opposite existing common land, to the new area of common 

land; and 

 

12. There will be temporary diversion of a public right of way to allow the addition of a new area 

to the west of Station Road, south of Buckland (shown coloured green on the Change Plan). 

This is to ensure that the right of way can be created as part of the DCO if required. 



 

The main construction site (Zone A on the Zone Plan) is unchanged other than the addition of the new 

carbon capture readiness land. The area of cable corridor immediately to the east of the site (Zone C 

on the Zone Plan) is unchanged. 

The above changes as a whole result in an improved project design which provides better solutions, 

particularly in terms of access to the site, smaller changes being required to and less use of the public 

highways network, and the avoidance of any permanent impact on Parsonage Common. 

 

As a result of the above project changes, we are publishing a second Public Notice under S48 of the 

Act in both local and national newspapers in advance of the upcoming consultation. This is to ensure 

that the local and wider communities are aware of the project changes. A copy is enclosed, for your 

information. 

 

Consultation 

 

As stated in our previous communications, consultation with local people, businesses and 

organisations is an integral part of the DCO process and will help to influence the final design of the 

proposed development. 

 

We would now like to hear from you with any views you may have relating to the above project 

changes. Please note that the consultation period will run from 11th October 2019 to  

11th November 2019 and that all responses to this consultation must be received by Thurrock Power 

by 11.59pm on  

11th November 2019 to ensure they are considered. 

 

Responses/feedback can be provided in the following ways: 

 

• By Email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk 

• By Freepost: Freepost THURROCK POWER 

• By Telephone: 0207 1860580 

 

DVD copies of the full PEIR produced in October 2018 can be requested during the consultation period 

and will be provided free of charge. Hard copies of the full PEIR and appendices can be provided at a 

cost of £500.  

 

If you have any questions or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 

 

Encs:  

• Consultation letter of October 2018; 

• Project Changes Report; 

• Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018;  

• Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary; 

• Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed;  

• Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and 

• Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019. 



 
 
Appendix 7.2 
 
Further consultation letter to marine S42 
statutory consultees 



 

1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 

9th October 2019 

 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam/ 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Power Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation on Project Changes 

 

Deadline for Receipt of Responses: 11th November 2019 

  

You will recall that you were consulted in 2018 Thurrock Power Limited (‘Thurrock Power’) in relation 

to the proposed development, as a statutory consultee under section 42 (1)(a) of the Planning Act 

2008. A copy of our initial consultation letter sent to you in October 2018 is attached (without 

enclosures) for ease of reference.  

 

As part of the formal statutory consultation process, you were provided with a DVD copy of the 

Preliminary Environmental Information Report (‘PEIR’) and a plan showing the full proposed 

Development Consent Order (‘DCO’) application boundary as at October 2018. The PEIR included a 

Non-Technical Summary (‘NTS’) which, at page 7, contained a plan illustrating the zones within the 

DCO application boundary. All previous consultation documents, including the PEIR and NTS, can be 

viewed in the ‘Documents’ section of the project website: www.thurrockpower.co.uk. 

 

During the initial consultation, you were also provided with a copy of Thurrock Power’s Public Notice 

relating to its proposed application for Development Consent Order, pursuant to Section 48 Planning 

Act 2008, and the requirements set out in Regulation 4 Infrastructure Planning (Applications: 

Prescribed Forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009.  The Notice was published local and national 

newspapers to inform the wider community about the project.  

 

At the time of the initial consultation, the option of using cooling water from the River Thames, which 

was included in the Environmental Impact Assessment Scoping Report (‘EIA’) and the resulting Scoping 

Opinion issued by the Planning Inspectorate in September 2018, was no longer being pursued. 

Accordingly, there was no marine element to the project and you were consulted primarily for 

completeness as you were consulted at the EIA Scoping stage. 

 

Subsequent to the PEIR and NTS being produced in October 2018, and as a result of responses to the 

initial consultation, discussion with stakeholders and ongoing iterative design refinement, which has 

led to improvements to the project, a consultation process to seek your views on these changes will 

now be undertaken. This consultation will take place during the period from 11th October 2019 to 11th 

November 2019.  

 

Please find enclosed: 

 

1. Consultation letter of October 2018; 

2. Project Changes Report; 

3. Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018;  

4. Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary; 

5. Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed;  



 

6. Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and 

7. Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019. 

 

Summary of Project Changes 

 

The main changes to the proposed development subsequent to our initial statutory consultation are: 

 

1. The approach to construction access to the site has changed so that access will be taken from 

the south and west rather than to the north, reducing the impact on local public highways and 

removing all permanent impact on Parsonage Common; 

 

2. A new permanent causeway into the River Thames will be constructed and used during 

construction for the delivery of very large and abnormal indivisible loads by water, along with 

a haul road from the causeway to the construction site (both Zone G on the enclosed Zone 

Plan). There are two, alternative, options proposed for the route of the haul road in this 

consultation; 

 

3. Primary construction access will be from the west through land to the north of the recently 

constructed Tilbury 2 site and will connect the main Project site to the A1089 public highway 

(see Zone H on the Zone Plan). Minor works may be required to widen certain parts of this 

route; 

 

4. Previously proposed access routes for abnormal indivisible loads have been removed from the 

project. This includes the removal of the previously proposed use of a crane over the railway 

line and construction of an access route through Parsonage Common. The area that has been 

removed is shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

 

5. Previously proposed use of and works to existing public highways to the north of the main 

project site and the creation of a construction haul road running east-west from the A126 

Gateway Academy roundabout have been removed from the Project design due to access now 

being taken from the south and not from the north of the main project site. The areas which 

have been removed are shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

 

6. The area required for connection into the National Grid Substation has been reduced due to 

progress in agreement of the point of connection (Zone B on the Zone Plan); 

 

7. The total area for the gas pipeline route in the vicinity of Station Road (Zones D1-D2 on the 

Zone Plan) has been reduced substantially as the gas pipeline route has been refined; 

 

8. Additional land has been included south of Station Road, outside the perimeter of the Low 

Street Pit Local Wildlife Site (Zone D1 on the Zonal Plan). This reduces the need for 

construction work along Station Road and the length and duration of closures of sections of 

the road required for construction and maintenance, and also allows the removal of the area 

north of station road (coloured orange on the change plan); 

 

9. The area of land for wildlife habitat compensation and enhancement between the railway and 

Cooper Shaw Road (Zones F1 and F2 on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) 

has been changed to separate this land from the exchange Common Land area (Zone E on the 

Zone Plan). This improves habitat creation without conflicting the grazing use of the Common 

Land;  

 



 

10. Additional land has been included to the west of the main development site (included in Zone 

A on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) for carbon capture readiness. 

Although carbon capture technology for power stations is not yet used in the UK, this may be 

a key technology to mitigate climate change effects in the future. Developers are required to 

allow sufficient space on-site for such technology if it becomes feasible in future;  

 

11. A new area (shown coloured green on the Change Plan) has been added between the new 

(replacement) common land (Zone E on the Zone Plan) and Fort Road. This area is to provide 

a footpath link from Fort Road, opposite existing common land, to the new area of common 

land; and 

 

12. There will be temporary diversion of a public right of way to allow the addition of a new area 

to the west of Station Road, south of Buckland (shown coloured green on the Change Plan). 

This is to ensure that the right of way can be created as part of the DCO if required. 

The main construction site (Zone A on the Zone Plan) is unchanged other than the addition of the new 

carbon capture readiness land. The area of cable corridor immediately to the east of the site (Zone C 

on the Zone Plan) is unchanged. 

The above changes as a whole result in an improved project design which provides better solutions, 

particularly in terms of access to the site, smaller changes being required to and less use of the public 

highways network, and the avoidance of any permanent impact on Parsonage Common. 

 

As a result of the above project changes, we are publishing a second Public Notice under S48 of the 

Act in both local and national newspapers in advance of the upcoming consultation. This is to ensure 

that the local and wider communities are aware of the project changes. A copy is enclosed, for your 

information. 

 

Consultation 

 

As stated in our previous communications, consultation with local people, businesses and 

organisations is an integral part of the DCO process and will help to influence the final design of the 

proposed development. 

 

We would now like to hear from you with any views you may have relating to the above project 

changes. Please note that the consultation period will run from 11th October 2019 to  

11th November 2019 and that all responses to this further consultation must be received by Thurrock 

Power by 11.59pm on 11th November 2019 to ensure they are considered. 

 

Responses/feedback can be provided in the following ways: 

 

• By Email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk 

• By Freepost: Freepost THURROCK POWER 

• By Telephone: 0207 1860580 

 

DVD copies of the full PEIR produced in October 2018 can be requested during the consultation period 

and will be provided free of charge. Hard copies of the full PEIR and appendices can be provided at a 

cost of £500.  

 

If you have any questions or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 



 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 

 

Encs:  

• Consultation letter of October 2018; 

• Project Changes Report; 

• Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018;  

• Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary; 

• Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 

• Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and 

• Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
Appendix 7.3 
 
Further consultation letter to non-statutory 
consultees 



1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street
London, W87LP

9th October 2019

Dear Sir/Madam

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company)
Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock
Consultation on Project Changes

Deadline for Receipt of Responses: 11th November 2019

You will recall that you were consulted previously by Thurrock Power Limited (‘Thurrock Power’) 
pursuant to section 42 of the Planning Act 2008 as a non-statutory consultee who it is considered 
may have an interest in the proposed Thurrock Flexible Generation Plant development.  A copy of 
our initial consultation letter sent to you in October 2018 is attached (without enclosures) for ease 
of reference. 

As part of the formal statutory consultation process, you were made aware that, in accordance with 
Regulation 10 of the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2009, 
Thurrock Power had prepared a Preliminary Environmental Information Report (‘PEIR’). This 
document presented information gathered to October 2018 and results of preliminary assessments 
as to the potential environmental impacts of the construction, operation and decommissioning of 
the proposed project. 

Our initial letter to you included details of where and when the full PEIR and Non-Technical 
Summary (‘NTS’) could be inspected during the formal consultation period in October/November 
2018 and stated that DVD copies could be requested. 

The DVD of the PEIR and NTS included a plan showing the full proposed Development Consent Order 
(‘DCO’) application boundary as at October 2018. The NTS included, at page 7, a plan illustrating the 
zones within the DCO application boundary. This plan was also included in our ‘have your say’ 
document and on the information boards at the four public consultation exhibitions held during the 
formal consultation period, as well as at the four public venues which hosted consultation 
documents. All previous consultation documents, including the PEIR,  can be viewed on the 
‘Documents’ section of our project website: www.thurrockpower.co.uk

Subsequent to the PEIR and NTS being produced in October 2018, responses to the initial 
consultation, ongoing discussion with stakeholders and ongoing design refinement have led to 
improvements to the project. A consultation to seek your views on these changes will now be 
undertaken during the period from 
11th October to 11th November 2019.

Please find enclosed:

1. Consultation letter of October 2018;
2. Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018; 
3. Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary; 
4. Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 
5. Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and
6. Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019.



Summary of Project Changes

The main changes to the proposed development subsequent to our initial statutory consultation are 
summarised as follows:

1. The approach to construction access to the site has changed so that access will be taken 
from the south and west rather than to the north, reducing the impact on local public 
highways and removing all permanent impact on Parsonage Common;

2. A new permanent causeway into the River Thames will be constructed and used during 
construction for the delivery of very large and abnormal indivisible loads by water, along 
with a haul road from the causeway to the construction site (both Zone G on the enclosed 
Zone Plan). There are two, alternative, options proposed for the route of the haul road in 
this consultation;

3. Primary construction access will be from the west through land to the north of the recently 
constructed Tilbury 2 site and will connect the main Project site to the A1089 public highway 
(see Zone H on the Zone Plan). Minor works may be required to widen certain parts of this 
route;

4. Previously proposed access routes for abnormal indivisible loads have been removed from 
the project. This includes the removal of the previously proposed use of a crane over the 
railway line and construction of an access route through Parsonage Common. The area that 
has been removed is shown coloured orange on the Change Plan;

5. Previously proposed use of and works to existing public highways to the north of the main 
project site and the creation of a construction haul road running east-west from the A126 
Gateway Academy roundabout have been removed from the Project design due to access 
now being taken from the south and not from the north of the main project site. The areas 
which have been removed are shown coloured orange on the Change Plan;

6. The area required for connection into the National Grid Substation has been reduced due to 
progress in agreement of the point of connection (Zone B on the Zone Plan);

7. The total area for the gas pipeline route in the vicinity of Station Road (Zones D1-D2 on the 
Zone Plan) has been reduced substantially as the gas pipeline route has been refined; 

8. Additional land has been included south of Station Road, outside the perimeter of the Low 
Street Pit Local Wildlife Site (Zone D1 on the Zone Plan). This reduces the need for 
construction work along Station Road and the length and duration of closures of sections of 
the road required for construction and maintenance, and also allows the removal of the area 
north of station road (coloured orange on the change plan);

9. The area of land for wildlife habitat compensation and enhancement between the railway 
and Cooper Shaw Road (Zones F1 and F2 on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the 
Change Plan) has been changed to separate this land from the exchange Common Land area 
(Zone E on the Zone Plan). This improves habitat creation without conflicting the grazing use 
of the Common Land; 



10. Additional land has been included to the west of the main development site (included in 
Zone A on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) for carbon capture 
readiness. Although carbon capture technology for power stations is not yet used in the UK, 
this may be a key technology to mitigate climate change effects in the future. Developers 
are required to allow sufficient space on-site for such technology if it becomes feasible in 
future; 

11. A new area (shown coloured green on the Change Plan) has been added between the new 
(replacement) common land (Zone E on the Zone Plan) and Fort Road. This area is to 
provide a footpath link from Fort Road, opposite existing common land, to the new area of 
common land; and

12. There will be temporary diversion of a public right of way to allow the addition of a new 
area to the west of Station Road, south of Buckland (shown coloured green on the Change 
Plan). This is to ensure that the right of way can be created as part of the DCO if required.

The main construction site (Zone A on the Zone Plan) is unchanged other than the addition of the 
new carbon capture readiness land. The area of cable corridor immediately to the east of the site 
(Zone C on the Zone Plan) is unchanged.

The above changes as a whole result in an improved project design which provides better solutions, 
particularly in terms of access to the project site, with smaller changes to and less use of the public 
highways network, and the avoidance of any permanent impact on Parsonage Common. 

As a result of the above project changes, we are publishing a second Public Notice under S48 of the 
Act in both local and national newspapers in advance of the upcoming consultation. This is to ensure 
that the local and wider communities are aware of the project changes. A copy is enclosed, for your 
information.

Consultation

As stated in our previous communications, consultation with local people, businesses and 
organisations is an integral part of the DCO process and will help to influence the final design of the 
proposed development.

We would now like to hear from you with any views you may have relating to the above project 
changes. Please note that this consultation period will run from 11th October 2019 to 
11th  November 2019 and that all responses to this further consultation must be received by 
Thurrock Power by 11.59pm on 11th November]2019 to ensure they are considered.

Responses/feedback can be provided in the following ways:

 By Email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk
 By Freepost: Freepost THURROCK POWER
 By Telephone: 0207 1860580

DVD copies of the full PEIR produced in October 2018 can be requested during the consultation 
period and will be provided free of charge. Hard copies of the full PEIR and appendices can be 
provided at a cost of £500. 

If you have any questions or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.



Yours sincerely

Andrew Troup
Director

Encs: 
 Consultation letter of October 2018;
 Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018; 
 Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary;
 Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 
 Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and
 Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019.



 
 
Appendix 7.4 
 
Further consultation letter to marine non-
statutory consultees 



1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street
London, W87LP

9th October 2019

Dear Sir/Madam

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company)
Proposed Flexible Generation Power Plant in Thurrock Consultation on Project Changes

Deadline for Receipt of Responses:  11th November 2019

You will recall that you were consulted in 2018 as part of a statutory consultation exercise being 
carried out pursuant to section 42 of the Planning Act 2008 (the ‘Act’). Thurrock Power Limited 
(Thurrock Power). You were consulted as a non-statutory consultee who it was considered may have 
an interest in the proposed development. 
A copy of our initial consultation letter sent to you in October 2018 is attached (without enclosures) 
for ease of reference. 

As part of the initial consultation process, you were provided with a copy of our ‘have your say’ 
document, which included a plan showing the full proposed red line boundary at that time. You 
were also provided with a copy of Thurrock Power’s Public Notice relating to its proposed 
application for Development Consent Order, pursuant to Section 48 Planning Act 2008, and the 
requirements set out in Regulation 4 Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and 
Procedure) Regulations 2009, which was published in local and national newspapers to inform the 
wider community about the project. 

At the time of the initial consultation, the option of using cooling water from the River Thames, 
which was included in the Environmental Impact Assessment Scoping Report (‘EIA’) and the resulting 
Scoping Opinion issued by the Planning Inspectorate in September 2018, was no longer being 
pursued. Accordingly, there was no marine element to the project and you were consulted primarily 
for completeness as you were consulted at the EIA Scoping stage.

Subsequent to the initial consultation in 2018, and as a result of responses to the initial consultation, 
discussion with stakeholders and ongoing iterative design refinement, which has led to 
improvements to the project, a further consultation process, to seek your views on these changes, 
will now take place during the period from 11th October 2019 to 11th November 2019. 

Please find enclosed:

1. Consultation letter of October 2018;
2. Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018; 
3. Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary;
4. Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 
5. Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and
6. Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019.

Summary of Project Changes

The main changes to the proposed development subsequent to our initial statutory consultation are:



1. The approach to construction access to the site has changed so that access will be taken 
from the south and west rather than to the north, reducing the impact on local public 
highways and removing all permanent impact on Parsonage Common;

2. A new permanent causeway into the River Thames will be constructed and used during 
construction for the delivery of very large and abnormal indivisible loads by water, along 
with a haul road from the causeway to the construction site (both Zone G on the enclosed 
Zone Plan). There are two, alternative, options proposed for the route of the haul road in 
this consultation;

3. Primary construction access will be from the west through land to the north of the recently 
constructed Tilbury 2 site and will connect the main Project site to the A1089 public highway 
(see Zone H on the Zone Plan). Minor works may be required to widen certain parts of this 
route;

4. Previously proposed access routes for abnormal indivisible loads have been removed from 
the project. This includes the removal of the previously proposed use of a crane over the 
railway line and construction of an access route through Parsonage Common. The area that 
has been removed is shown coloured orange on the Change Plan;

5. Previously proposed use of and works to existing public highways to the north of the main 
project site and the creation of a construction haul road running east-west from the A126 
Gateway Academy roundabout have been removed from the Project design due to access 
now being taken from the south and not from the north of the main project site. The areas 
which have been removed are shown coloured orange on the Change Plan;

6. The area required for connection into the National Grid Substation has been reduced due to 
progress in agreement of the point of connection (Zone B on the Zone Plan);

7. The total area for the gas pipeline route in the vicinity of Station Road (Zones D1- D2 on the 
Zone Plan) has been reduced substantially as the gas pipeline route has been refined;

8. Additional land has been included south of Station Road, outside the perimeter of the Low 
Street Pit Local Wildlife Site (Zone D1 on the Zonal Plan). This reduces the need for 
construction work along Station Road and the length and duration of closures of sections of 
the road required for construction and maintenance, and also allows the removal of the area 
north of station road (coloured orange on the change plan);

9. The area of land for wildlife habitat compensation and enhancement between the railway 
and Cooper Shaw Road (Zones F1 and F2 on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the 
Change Plan) has been changed to separate this land from the exchange Common Land area 
(Zone E on the Zone Plan). This improves habitat creation without conflicting the grazing use 
of the Common Land; 

10. Additional land has been included to the west of the main development site (included in 
Zone A on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) for carbon capture 
readiness. Although carbon capture technology for power stations is not yet used in the UK, 
this may be a key technology to mitigate climate change effects in the future. Developers 
are required to allow sufficient space on-site for such technology if it becomes feasible in 
future; 



11. A new area (shown coloured green on the Change Plan) has been added between the new 
(replacement) common land (Zone E on the Zone Plan) and Fort Road. This area is to 
provide a footpath link from Fort Road, opposite existing common land, to the new area of 
common land; and

12. There will be temporary diversion of a public right of way to allow the addition of a new 
area to the west of Station Road, south of Buckland (shown coloured green on the Change 
Plan). This is to ensure that the right of way can be created as part of the DCO if required.

The main construction site (Zone A on the Zone Plan) is unchanged other than the addition of the 
new carbon capture readiness land. The area of cable corridor immediately to the east of the site 
(Zone C on the Zone Plan) is unchanged.

The above changes as a whole result in an improved project design which provides better solutions, 
particularly in terms of access to the site, smaller changes being required to and less use of the 
public highways network, and the avoidance of any permanent impact on Parsonage Common.

As a result of the above project changes, we are publishing a second Public Notice under S48 of the 
Act in both local and national newspapers in advance of the upcoming consultation. This is to ensure 
that local and wider communities are aware of the project changes. A copy is enclosed, for your 
information.

Consultation

As stated in our previous communications, consultation with local people, businesses and 
organisations is an integral part of the DCO process and will help to influence the final design of the 
proposed development.

We would now like to hear from you with any views you may have relating to the above project 
changes. Please note that the consultation period will run from 11th October 2019 to 
11th November 2019 and that all responses to this further consultation must be received by 
Thurrock Power by 11.59pm on 11th November 2019 to ensure they are considered.

Responses/feedback can be provided in the following ways:

 By Email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk
 By Freepost: Freepost THURROCK POWER
 By Telephone: 0207 1860580

DVD copies of the full PEIR produced in October 2018 can be requested during the consultation 
period and will be provided free of charge. Hard copies of the full PEIR and appendices can be 
provided at a charge of £500. 

If you have any questions or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Andrew Troup
Director



Encs: 
 Consultation letter of October 2018;
 Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018; 
 Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary;
 Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed;
 Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and
 Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019.



 
 
Appendix 7.5 
 
Further consultation letter to S43 local 
authority consultees 



1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street
London, W87LP

9th October 2019

Dear Sir/Madam

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company)
Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock
Consultation on Project Changes

Date for Receipt of Responses: 11th November 2019

You will recall that you were consulted previously by Thurrock Power Limited (‘Thurrock Power’) in 
relation to the above proposed development as a prescribed consultee under section 43 of the 
Planning Act 2008. A copy of our initial consultation letter sent to you in October 2018 is attached 
(without enclosures) for ease of reference.

As part of that formal statutory consultation, you were provided with a DVD copy of the Preliminary 
Environmental Information Report (‘PEIR’) and a plan showing the full proposed Development 
Consent Order (‘DCO’) application boundary as it was at the time. The PEIR included a Non-Technical 
Summary (‘NTS’) which, at page 7, contained a plan illustrating the zones within the DCO application 
boundary. All previous consultation documents can be viewed in the ‘Documents’ section of our 
project website: www.thurrockpower.co.uk

Subsequent to the PEIR and NTS being produced in October 2018, certain changes to the project 
have taken place as a result of the responses to the initial consultation, ongoing discussion with 
stakeholders and ongoing iterative design refinement leading to improvements to the project 
design. A consultation process to seek your views on these changes will now be undertaken during 
the period from 11th October 2019 to 11th November 2019. 

Please find enclosed:

1. Consultation letter of October 2018;
2. Project Changes Report;
3. Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018; 
4. Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary;
5. Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 
6. Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and
7. Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019.

Summary of Project Changes

The main changes to the proposed development subsequent to our initial statutory consultation are 
summarised as follows:

1. The approach to construction access to the site has changed so that access will be taken from the 
south and west rather than to the north, reducing the impact on local public highways and removing 
all permanent impact on Parsonage Common; 

2. A new permanent causeway into the River Thames will be constructed and used during 
construction for the delivery of very large and abnormal indivisible loads by water, along with a haul 



road from the causeway to the construction site (both Zone G on the enclosed Zone Plan). There are 
two, alternative, options proposed for the route of the haul road in this consultation; 

3. Primary construction access will be from the west through land to the north of the recently 
constructed Tilbury 2 site and will connect the main Project site to the A1089 public highway (see 
Zone H on the Zone Plan). Minor works may be required to widen certain parts of this route; 

4. Previously proposed access routes for abnormal indivisible loads have been removed from the 
project. This includes the removal of the previously proposed use of a crane over the railway line 
and construction of an access route through Parsonage Common. The area that has been removed is 
shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

5. Previously proposed use of and works to existing public highways to the north of the main project 
site and the creation of a construction haul road running east-west from the A126 Gateway 
Academy roundabout have been removed from the Project design due to access now being taken 
from the south and not from the north of the main project site. The areas which have been removed 
are shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

6. The area required for connection into the National Grid Substation has been reduced due to 
progress in agreement of the point of connection (Zone B on the Zone Plan); 

7. The total area for the gas pipeline route in the vicinity of Station Road (Zones D1-D2 on the Zone 
Plan) has been reduced substantially as the gas pipeline route has been refined; 

8. Additional land has been Additional land has been included south of Station Road, outside the 
perimeter of the Low Street Pit Local Wildlife Site (Zone D1 on the Zone Plan). This reduces the need 
for construction work along Station Road and the length and duration of closures of sections of the 
road required for construction and maintenance, and also allows the removal of the area north of 
station road (coloured orange on the change plan); 

9. The area of land for wildlife habitat compensation and enhancement between the railway and 
Cooper Shaw Road (Zones F1 and F2 on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) has 
been changed to separate this land from the exchange Common Land area (Zone E on the Zone 
Plan). This improves habitat creation without conflicting the grazing use of the Common Land; 

10. Additional land has been included to the west of the main development site (included in Zone A 
on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) for carbon capture readiness. Although 
carbon capture technology for power stations is not yet used in the UK, this may be a key technology 
to mitigate climate change effects in the future. Developers are required to allow sufficient space 
on-site for such technology if it becomes feasible in future; 

11. A new area (shown coloured green on the Change Plan) has been added between the new 
(replacement) common land (Zone E on the Zone Plan) and Fort Road. This area is to provide a 
footpath link from Fort Road, opposite existing common land, to the new area of common land; and 

12. There will be temporary diversion of a public right of way to allow the addition of a new area to 
the west of Station Road, south of Buckland (shown coloured green on the Change Plan). This is to 
ensure that the right of way can be created as part of the DCO if required. 



The main construction site (Zone A on the Zone Plan) is unchanged other than the addition of the 
new carbon capture readiness land. The area of cable corridor immediately to the east of the site 
(Zone C on the Zone Plan) is unchanged.

The above changes as a whole result in an improved project design which provides better solutions, 
particularly in terms of access to the site, smaller changes being required to and less use of the 
public highways network, and the avoidance of any permanent impact on Parsonage Common.

As a result of the above project changes, we are publishing a second Public Notice under S48 of the 
Act in both local and national newspapers in advance of the upcoming consultation. This is to ensure 
that the local and wider communities are aware of the project changes. A copy is enclosed, for your 
information.

Consultation

As stated in our previous communications, consultation with local people, businesses and 
organisations is an integral part of the DCO process and will help to influence the final design of the 
proposed development.

We would now like to hear from you with any views you may have relating to the above project 
changes. Please note that all responses to this consultation must be received by Thurrock Power by 
11.59pm on 11th November 2019 to ensure they are considered.

Responses/feedback can be provided in the following ways:

 By Email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk
 By Freepost: Freepost THURROCK POWER
 By Telephone: 0207 1860580

DVD copies of the full PEIR produced in October 2018 can be requested during the consultation 
period and will be provided free of charge. Hard copies of the full PEIR and appendices can be 
provided at a charge of £500. 

If you have any questions or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Andrew Troup
Director

Encs: 
 Consultation letter of October 2018;
 Project Changes Report;
 Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018; 
 Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary;
 Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 
 Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and
 Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019.



 
 
Appendix 7.6 
 
Further consultation letter to S44 land 
interest consultees 



1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street
London, W87LP

9th October 2019

Dear Sir/Madam

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Company)
Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock
Consultation on Project Changes

Deadline for Receipt of Responses: 11th November 2019

You will recall that you were consulted at the end of 2018 by Thurrock Power Limited (‘Thurrock 
Power’) in relation to the above proposed development, as a person who has an interest in the land 
affected by the proposed Development Consent Order (‘DCO’) application under sections 42 and 44 
of the Planning Act 2008. A copy of our initial consultation letter is attached (without enclosures) for 
ease of reference.

As part of the formal statutory consultation process, you were provided with a DVD copy of the 
Preliminary Environmental Information Report (‘PEIR’) and a plan showing the full DCO application 
boundary at October 2018. The PEIR included a Non-Technical Summary (‘NTS’) which, at page 7, 
contained a plan illustrating the zones within the application boundary at October 2018. All previous 
consultation documents, including the PEIR and NTS,  can be viewed in the ‘Documents’ section of 
the project website: www.thurrockpower.co.uk

Subsequent to finalisation of the PEIR in October 2018, project design changes have taken place as a 
result of the responses to the initial consultation, ongoing discussions with stakeholders and ongoing 
iterative design refinement leading to improvements to the project design. A consultation process to 
seek your views on these changes will now be undertaken during the period from 11th October 2019 
to 11th November 2019.

Please find enclosed:

1. Consultation letter of October 2018;
2. Project Changes Report;
3. Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018; 
4. Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary;
5. Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 
6. Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and
7. Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019.

Summary of Project Changes

The main changes to the proposed development subsequent to our initial statutory consultation are 
summarised as follows:

1. The approach to construction access to the site has changed so that access will be taken from the 
south and west rather than to the north, reducing the impact on local public highways and removing 
all permanent impact on Parsonage Common. 



2. A new permanent causeway into the River Thames will be constructed and used during 
construction for the delivery of very large and abnormal indivisible loads by water, along with a haul 
road from the causeway to the construction site (both Zone G on the enclosed Zone Plan).  There are 
two, alternative, options proposed for the route of the haul road in this consultation;

3. Primary construction access will be from the west through land to the north of the recently 
constructed Tilbury 2 site and will connect the main Project site to the A1089 public highway (see 
Zone H on the Zone Plan). Minor works may be required to widen certain parts of this route; 

4. Previously proposed access routes for abnormal indivisible loads have been removed from the 
project. This includes the removal of the previously proposed use of a crane over the railway line 
and construction of an access route through Parsonage Common. The area that has been removed is 
shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

5. Previously proposed use of and works to existing public highways to the north of the main project 
site and the creation of a construction haul road running east-west from the A126 Gateway 
Academy roundabout have been removed from the Project design due to access now being taken 
from the south and not from the north of the main project site. The areas which have been removed 
are shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

6. The area required for connection into the National Grid Substation has been reduced due to 
progress in agreement of the point of connection (Zone B on the Zone Plan); 

7. The total area for the gas pipeline route in the vicinity of Station Road (Zones D1-D2 on the Zone 
Plan) has been reduced substantially as the gas pipeline route has been refined; 

8. Additional land has been included south of Station Road, outside the perimeter of the Low Street 
Pit Local Wildlife Site (Zone D1 on the Zone Plan). This reduces the need for construction work along 
Station Road and the length and duration of closures of sections of the road required for 
construction and maintenance, and also allows the removal of the area north of station road 
(coloured orange on the change plan); 

9. The area of land for wildlife habitat compensation and enhancement between the railway and 
Cooper Shaw Road (Zones F1 and F2 on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) has 
been changed to separate this land from the exchange Common Land area (Zone E on the Zone 
Plan). This improves habitat creation without conflicting the grazing use of the Common Land; 

10. Additional land has been included to the west of the main development site (included in Zone A 
on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) for carbon capture readiness. Although 
carbon capture technology for power stations is not yet used in the UK, this may be a key technology 
to mitigate climate change effects in the future. Developers are required to allow sufficient space 
on-site for such technology if it becomes feasible in future; 

11. A new area (shown coloured green on the Change Plan) has been added between the new 
(replacement) common land (Zone E on the Zone Plan) and Fort Road. This area is to provide a 
footpath link from Fort Road, opposite existing common land, to the new area of common land; and 

12. There will be temporary diversion of a public right of way to allow the addition of a new area to 
the west of Station Road, south of Buckland (shown coloured green on the Change Plan). This is to 
ensure that the right of way can be created as part of the DCO if required. 



The main construction site (Zone A on the Zone Plan) is unchanged other than the addition of the 
new carbon capture readiness land. The area of cable corridor immediately to the east of the site 
(Zone C on the Zone Plan) is unchanged.

The above changes as a whole result in an improved project design which provides better solutions, 
particularly in terms of access to the site, smaller changes being required to and less use of the 
public highways network, and the avoidance of any permanent impact on Parsonage Common.

Consultation

As stated in our previous communications, consultation with local people, businesses and 
organisations is an integral part of the DCO process and will help to influence the final design of the 
proposed development.

We would now like to hear from you with any views you may have relating to the above project 
changes. Please note that the consultation period will run from 11th October 2019 to 
11th November 2019 and that all responses to this further consultation must be received by 
Thurrock Power by 11.59pm on 11th November 2019 to ensure they are considered.

Responses/feedback can be provided in the following ways:

 By Email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk
 By Freepost: Freepost THURROCK POWER
 By Telephone: 0207 1860580

DVD copies of the full PEIR produced in October 2018 can be requested during the consultation 
period and will be provided free of charge. Hard copies of the full PEIR and appendices can be 
provided at a cost of £500. 

If you have any questions or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Andrew Troup
Director

Encs: 
 Consultation letter of October 2018;
 Project Changes Report;
 Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018; 
 Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary;
 Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 
 Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and
 Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019.



 
 
Appendix 7.7 
 
Further consultation letter to S44 land 
interest, potential Part 1 LCA 1973 
claimant, consultees 



1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street
London, W87LP

9th October 2019

Dear Sir/Madam

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company)
Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock
Consultation on Project Changes

Deadline for Receipt of Responses: 11th November 2019

You will recall that you were consulted in October 2018 by Thurrock Power Limited (‘Thurrock 
Power’) in relation to the above proposed development as a person who has an interest in the land 
affected by the proposed Development Consent Order (‘DCO’) application or who may be affected 
by the proposed development, under sections 42 and 44 of the Planning Act 2008. You were advised 
that you were being consulted on a precautionary basis arising from preliminary assessments in 
relation to the potential noise impacts arising from the operation of the proposed development. A 
copy of our initial consultation letter, which was sent to you in October 2018, is attached for ease of 
reference.

As part of the formal statutory consultation process, you were provided with a plan showing the full 
Development Consent Order (‘DCO’) application boundary of the proposed development as at 
October 2018 and informed that a Preliminary Environmental Information Report (‘PEIR’) and Non-
Technical Summary (‘NTS’) had been prepared. You were also made aware of where and when these 
documents were available for inspection during the formal consultation period. The NTS included, at 
page 7, a plan illustrating the zones within the DCO application boundary. All previous consultation 
documents can be viewed in the ‘Documents’ section of our project website: 
www.thurrockpower.co.uk

Subsequent to finalisation of the PEIR, project design changes have taken place as a result of 
responses to the initial consultation, ongoing discussion with stakeholders and ongoing iterative 
design refinement leading to improvements to the project design. A consultation process to seek 
your views on these changes will now be undertaken during the period from 11th October 2019 to 
11th November 2019.

Please find enclosed:

1. Consultation letter of October 2018;
2. Project Changes Report;
3. Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018; 
4. Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary;
5. Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 
6. Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and
7. Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019.

Summary of Project Changes

The main changes to the proposed development subsequent to our initial statutory consultation are 
summarised as follows:



1. The approach to construction access to the site has changed so that access will be taken from the 
south and west rather than to the north, reducing the impact on local public highways and removing 
all permanent impact on Parsonage Common. 

2. A new permanent causeway into the River Thames will be constructed and used during 
construction for the delivery of very large and abnormal indivisible loads by water, along with a haul 
road from the causeway to the construction site (both Zone G on the enclosed Zone Plan). There are 
two, alternative, options proposed for the route of the haul road in this consultation;

3. Primary construction access will be from the west through land to the north of the recently 
constructed Tilbury 2 site and will connect the main Project site to the A1089 public highway (see 
Zone H on the Zone Plan). Minor works may be required to widen certain parts of this route; 

4. Previously proposed access routes for abnormal indivisible loads have been removed from the 
project. This includes the removal of the previously proposed use of a crane over the railway line 
and construction of an access route through Parsonage Common. The area that has been removed is 
shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

5. Previously proposed use of and works to existing public highways to the north of the main project 
site and the creation of a construction haul road running east-west from the A126 Gateway 
Academy roundabout have been removed from the Project design due to access now being taken 
from the south and not from the north of the main project site. The areas which have been removed 
are shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

6. The area required for connection into the National Grid Substation has been reduced due to 
progress in agreement of the point of connection (Zone B on the Zone Plan); 

7. The total area for the gas pipeline route in the vicinity of Station Road (Zones D1-D2 on the Zone 
Plan) has been reduced substantially as the gas pipeline route has been refined; 

8. Additional land has been included south of Station Road, outside the perimeter of the Low Street 
Pit Local Wildlife Site (Zone D1 on the Zone Plan). This reduces the need for construction work along 
Station Road and the length and duration of closures of sections of the road required for 
construction and maintenance, and also allows the removal of the area north of station road 
(coloured orange on the change plan); 

9. The area of land for wildlife habitat compensation and enhancement between the railway and 
Cooper Shaw Road (Zones F1 and F2 on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) has 
been changed to separate this land from the exchange Common Land area (Zone E on the Zone 
Plan). This improves habitat creation without conflicting the grazing use of the Common Land; 

10. Additional land has been included to the west of the main development site (included in Zone A 
on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) for carbon capture readiness. Although 
carbon capture technology for power stations is not yet used in the UK, this may be a key technology 
to mitigate climate change effects in the future. Developers are required to allow sufficient space 
on-site for such technology if it becomes feasible in future; 

11. A new area (shown coloured green on the Change Plan) has been added between the new 
(replacement) common land (Zone E on the Zone Plan) and Fort Road. This area is to provide a 
footpath link from Fort Road, opposite existing common land, to the new area of common land; and 



12. There will be temporary diversion of a public right of way to allow the addition of a new area to 
the west of Station Road, south of Buckland (shown coloured green on the Change Plan). This is to 
ensure that the right of way can be created as part of the DCO if required. 

The main construction site (Zone A on the Zone Plan) is unchanged other than the addition of the 
new carbon capture readiness land. The area of cable corridor immediately to the east of the site 
(Zone C on the Zone Plan) is unchanged.

The above changes as a whole result in an improved project design which provides better solutions, 
particularly in terms of access to the site, smaller changes being required to and less use of the 
public highways network, and the avoidance of any permanent impact on Parsonage Common.

As a result of the above project changes, we are publishing a second Public Notice under S48 of the 
Act in both local and national newspapers in advance of the upcoming consultation. This is to ensure 
that the local and wider communities are aware of the project changes. A copy is enclosed, for your 
information.

Consultation

As stated in our previous communications, consultation with local people, businesses and 
organisations is an integral part of the DCO process and will help to influence the final design of the 
proposed development.

We would now like to hear from you with any views you may have relating to the above project 
changes. Please note that the consultation period will run from 11th October 2019 to 11th November 
2019 and that all responses to this consultation must be received by Thurrock Power by 11.59pm 
on 11th November 2019 to ensure they are considered.

Responses/feedback can be provided in the following ways:

 By Email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk
 By Freepost: Freepost THURROCK POWER
 By Telephone: 0207 1860580

DVD copies of the full PEIR produced in October 2018 can be requested during the consultation 
period and will be provided free of charge. Hard copies of the full PEIR and appendices can be 
provided at a cost of £500. 

If you have any questions or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Andrew Troup
Director

Encs:
 Consultation Letter of October 2018;
 Project Changes Report;
 Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018; 
 Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary;



 Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 
 Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and
 Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019.



 
 
Appendix 7.8 
 
Further consultation letter to S47 local 
community consultees 



1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street
London, W87LP

9th October 2019

Dear Sir/Madam

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company)
Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock
Consultation on Project Changes

Deadline for Receipt of Responses: 11th November 2019

You may recall that you were consulted in October 2018 by Thurrock Power Limited (‘Thurrock 
Power’) in relation to the above proposed development. You will have received our consultation 
letter in advance of the formal consultation period, which ran from 16th October to 14th November 
2018. A copy of that letter is attached for ease of reference.

Please note that the initial consultation period has ended and we are now seeking to consult you 
on project changes which have taken place subsequent to that initial consultation, as someone 
who has either a residential or business address within the Consultation Zone and who responded 
to our initial consultation and/or indicated that you would like to be kept informed of project 
developments.

Enclosed is a copy of a plan illustrating the zones within the Development Consent Order (‘DCO’) 
application boundary, which was included on page 7 of our ‘have your say’ document and on the 
project website (www.thurrockpower.co.uk) on page 7 of the Non-Technical Summary document. 
The plan was also exhibited at the four public consultation exhibitions held during the formal 
consultation period and at the four public venues which hosted consultation documents for review 
during that time. The plan shows the proposed development as it was at the time of our initial 
consultation period, in October 2018. All previous consultation documents can be viewed in the 
‘Documents’ section of our project website: www.thurrockpower.co.uk

The forthcoming consultation on project changes will run from 11th October 2019 to 11th 
November 2019.

 Also enclosed are:

1. Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary;
2. Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; and
3. Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed.

Summary of Project Changes

The main changes to the proposed development subsequent to our initial statutory consultation are 
summarised as follows:

1. The approach to construction access to the site has changed so that access will be taken 
from the south and west rather than to the north, reducing the impact on local public 
highways and removing all permanent impact on Parsonage Common;



2. A new permanent causeway into the River Thames will be constructed and used during 
construction for the delivery of very large and abnormal indivisible loads by water, along 
with a haul road from the causeway to the construction site (both Zone G on the enclosed 
Zone Plan). There are two, alternative, options proposed for the route of the haul road in 
this consultation;

3. Primary construction access will be from the west through land to the north of the recently 
constructed Tilbury 2 site and will connect the main Project site to the A1089 public highway 
(see Zone H on the Zone Plan). Minor works may be required to widen certain parts of this 
route; 

4. Previously proposed access routes for abnormal indivisible loads have been removed from 
the project. This includes the removal of the previously proposed use of a crane over the 
railway line and construction of an access route through Parsonage Common. The area that 
has been removed is shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

5. Previously proposed use of and works to existing public highways to the north of the main 
project site and the creation of a construction haul road running east-west from the A126 
Gateway Academy roundabout have been removed from the Project design due to access 
now being taken from the south and not from the north of the main project site. The areas 
which have been removed are shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

6. The area required for connection into the National Grid Substation has been reduced due to 
progress in agreement of the point of connection (Zone B on the Zone Plan); 

7. The total area for the gas pipeline route in the vicinity of Station Road (Zones D1-D2 on the 
Zone Plan) has been reduced substantially as the gas pipeline route has been refined; 

8. Additional land has been included south of Station Road, outside the perimeter of the Low 
Street Pit Local Wildlife Site (Zone D1 on the Zone Plan). This reduces the need for 
construction work along Station Road and the length and duration of closures of sections of 
the road required for construction and maintenance, and also allows the removal of the area 
north of station road (coloured orange on the change plan); 

9. The area of land for wildlife habitat compensation and enhancement between the railway 
and Cooper Shaw Road (Zones F1 and F2 on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the 
Change Plan) has been changed to separate this land from the exchange Common Land area 
(Zone E on the Zone Plan). This improves habitat creation without conflicting the grazing use 
of the Common Land; 

10. Additional land has been included to the west of the main development site (included in 
Zone A on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) for carbon capture 
readiness. Although carbon capture technology for power stations is not yet used in the UK, 
this may be a key technology to mitigate climate change effects in the future. Developers 
are required to allow sufficient space on-site for such technology if it becomes feasible in 
future; 

11. A new area (shown coloured green on the Change Plan) has been added between the new 
(replacement) common land (Zone E on the Zone Plan) and Fort Road. This area is to provide 
a footpath link from Fort Road, opposite existing common land, to the new area of common 
land; and 



12. There will be temporary diversion of a public right of way to allow the addition of a new area 
to the west of Station Road, south of Buckland (shown coloured green on the Change Plan). 
This is to ensure that the right of way can be created as part of the DCO if required. 

The main construction site (Zone A on the Zone Plan) is unchanged other than the addition of the 
new carbon capture readiness land. The area of cable corridor immediately to the east of the site 
(Zone C on the Zone Plan) is unchanged.

The above changes as a whole result in an improved project design which provides better solutions, 
particularly in terms of access to the site, smaller changes being required to and less use of the 
public highways network, and the avoidance of any permanent impact on Parsonage Common.

Consultation

As stated in our previous communications, as part of the DCO process, Thurrock Power is required to 
conduct consultation with the local community. Consultation with local people, businesses and 
organisations is an integral part of the DCO process and will help to influence the final design of the 
proposed development.

We would now like to hear from you with any views you may have relating to the project changes 
set out above. Please note that the consultation period will run from 11th October 2019 to 
11th November 2019 and that all responses to this consultation must be received by Thurrock 
Power by 11.59pm on 11th November 2019 to ensure they are considered.

Responses/feedback can be given in the following ways:

 By Email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk
 By Freepost: Freepost THURROCK POWER (a blank envelope is enclosed)
 By Telephone: 0207 1860580

DVD copies of the full PEIR produced in October 2018 can be requested during the consultation 
period and will be provided free of charge. Hard copies of the full PEIR and appendices can be 
provided at a cost of £500. 

If you have any questions or require further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Andrew Troup
Director

Encs:
 Consultation letter of October 2018;
 Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018; 
 Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary;
 Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; and
 Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed.





 
 
Appendix 7.9 
 
Consultation letter to first time non-
statutory consultees 



 

1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 

9th October 2019 

 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Power Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation under Section 42 of the Planning Act 2008  

 

Deadline for Receipt of Responses: 11th November 2019 

 

Pursuant to section 42 of the Planning Act 2008 (the ‘Act’). Thurrock Power Limited (‘Thurrock Power’) 

must consult with a variety of persons about its proposals to construct, operate and decommission a 

flexible generation power plant on land north of Tilbury Substation in Thurrock (the ‘Project’). The 

plant will provide up to 600 megawatts of electrical generation capacity on a fast response basis when 

called for by the National Grid, together with up to 150 megawatts of battery storage capacity.  

 

The Project requires a Development Consent Order (‘DCO’) under the Act. This is because the 

generating capacity of the proposed development is higher than 50 megawatts. The Project therefore 

falls within the definition of a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under Section 15(2)(c) 

Planning Act 2008. 

 

Planning consent for an NSIP, plus any associated development the NSIP may require, can only be 

granted by DCO. The Examining Authority for NSIPs is not the Local Planning Authority, but the 

Planning Inspectorate, who will process and examine the application before making a 

recommendation to the Secretary of State for Business, Environment and Industrial Strategy. The final 

decision on whether to grant the DCO will be made by the Secretary of State. 

 

This letter is being sent to you as part of a statutory consultation process being conducted by Thurrock 

Power Limited (‘Thurrock Power’) pursuant to section 42 of the Planning Act 2008 (the ‘Act’).  Thurrock 

Power is consulting you as a non-statutory consultee who it is considered may have an interest in the 

proposed development. 

 

An initial consultation took place in the fourth quarter of 2018, and a copy of the consultation letter 

sent to non-statutory consultees in October 2018 is enclosed (without enclosures). This sets out the 

details of the project at that time. All previous consultation documents, including a Preliminary 

Environmental Information Report (‘PEIR’) and Non-Technical Summary (‘NTS’) produced in October 

2018, can be viewed in the ‘Documents’ section of the project website: www.thurrockpower.co.uk  

 

Subsequent to the initial consultation and as a result of responses to the initial consultation, discussion 

with stakeholders and ongoing iterative design refinement, which has led to improvements to the 

project, a further consultation process will take place during the period from 11th October 2019 to 11th 

November 2019. It is deemed that you may be affected by the changes which have been made to the 

Project, and which are summarised below, and this is the reason you are being consulted now. 

 

Please find enclosed: 

 

1. Consultation letter to S42 Non-Prescribed Consultees, October 2018; 



 

2. Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018;  

3. Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary; 

4. Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed;  

5. Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and 

6. Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019. 

 

 

 

Summary of Project Changes since October 2018 

 

The main changes to the proposed development subsequent to our initial statutory consultation are: 

 

1. The approach to construction access to the site has changed so that access will be taken from 

the south and west rather than to the north, reducing the impact on local public highways and 

removing all permanent impact on Parsonage Common; 

 

2. A new permanent causeway into the River Thames will be constructed and used during 

construction for the delivery of very large and abnormal indivisible loads by water, along with 

a haul road from the causeway to the construction site (both Zone G on the enclosed Zone 

Plan). There are two, alternative, options proposed for the route of the haul road in this 

consultation; 

 

3. Primary construction access will be from the west through land to the north of the recently 

constructed Tilbury 2 site and will connect the main Project site to the A1089 public highway 

(see Zone H on the Zone Plan). Minor works may be required to widen certain parts of this 

route; 

 

4. Previously proposed access routes for abnormal indivisible loads have been removed from the 

project. This includes the removal of the previously proposed use of a crane over the railway 

line and construction of an access route through Parsonage Common. The area that has been 

removed is shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

 

5. Previously proposed use of and works to existing public highways to the north of the main 

project site and the creation of a construction haul road running east-west from the A126 

Gateway Academy roundabout have been removed from the Project design due to access now 

being taken from the south and not from the north of the main project site. The areas which 

have been removed are shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

 

6. The area required for connection into the National Grid Substation has been reduced due to 

progress in agreement of the point of connection (Zone B on the Zone Plan); 

 

7. The total area for the gas pipeline route in the vicinity of Station Road (Zones D1-D2 on the 

Zone Plan) has been reduced substantially as the gas pipeline route has been refined; 

 

8. Additional land has been included south of Station Road, outside the perimeter of the Low 

Street Pit Local Wildlife Site (Zone D1 on the Zonal Plan). This reduces the need for 

construction work along Station Road and the length and duration of closures of sections of 

the road required for construction and maintenance, and also allows the removal of the area 

north of station road (coloured orange on the change plan); 

 



 

9. The area of land for wildlife habitat compensation and enhancement between the railway and 

Cooper Shaw Road (Zones F1 and F2 on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) 

has been changed to separate this land from the exchange Common Land area (Zone E on the 

Zone Plan). This improves habitat creation without conflicting the grazing use of the Common 

Land;  

 

10. Additional land has been included to the west of the main development site (included in Zone 

A on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) for carbon capture readiness. 

Although carbon capture technology for power stations is not yet used in the UK, this may be 

a key technology to mitigate climate change effects in the future. Developers are required to 

allow sufficient space on-site for such technology if it becomes feasible in future;  

 

11. A new area (shown coloured green on the Change Plan) has been added between the 

new (replacement) common land (Zone E on the Zone Plan) and Fort Road. This area is to 

provide a footpath link from Fort Road, opposite existing common land, to the new area 

of common land; and 

 

12. There will be temporary diversion of a public right of way to allow the addition of a new 

area to the west of Station Road, south of Buckland (shown coloured green on the Change 

Plan). This is to ensure that the right of way can be created as part of the DCO if required. 

The main construction site (Zone A on the Zone Plan) is unchanged other than the addition of the new 

carbon capture readiness land. The area of cable corridor immediately to the east of the site (Zone C 

on the Zone Plan) is unchanged. 

The above changes as a whole result in an improved project design which provides better solutions, 

particularly in terms of access to the site, smaller changes being required to and less use of the public 

highways network, and the avoidance of any permanent impact on Parsonage Common. 

 

As part of the initial consultation, Thurrock Power published a Public Notice under S48 of the Act, and 

the requirements set out in Regulation 4 Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and 

Procedure) Regulations 2009, in both local and national newspapers, to inform the local and wider 

communities about the project. As a result of the above project changes, we will be publishing a 

second Public Notice in advance of the upcoming consultation. A copy is enclosed, for your 

information. 

 

Consultation 

 

Consultation with local people, businesses and organisations is an integral part of the DCO process 

and will help to influence the final design of the proposed development. 

 

We would like to hear from you with any views you may have relating to the project and, in particular, 

the above project changes. Please note that the consultation period will run from 11th October 2019 

to 11th November 2019 and that all responses to this  consultation must be received by Thurrock 

Power by 11.59pm on 11th November 2019 to ensure they are considered. 

 

Responses/feedback can be provided in the following ways: 

 

• By Email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk 

• By Freepost: Freepost THURROCK POWER 

• By Telephone: 0207 1860580 



 

 

DVD copies of the full PEIR produced in October 2018 can be requested during the consultation period 

and will be provided free of charge. Hard copies of the full PEIR and appendices can be provided at a 

cost of £500.  

 

If you have any questions or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 

 

 

 

Encs:  

• Consultation letter to S42 Non-Prescribed Consultees, October 2018; 

• Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018;  

• Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary; 

• Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 

• Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and 

• Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
Appendix 7.10 
 
Consultation letter to first time marine 
non-statutory consultees 



 

 
1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 

9th October 2019 

 

Dear Sir/Madam 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Power Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation under Section 42 of the Planning Act 2008  

 

Deadline for Receipt of Responses:  11th November 2019 

 

Pursuant to section 42 of the Planning Act 2008 (the ‘Act’). Thurrock Power Limited (‘Thurrock Power’) 

must consult with a variety of persons about its proposals to construct, operate and decommission a 

flexible generation power plant on land north of Tilbury Substation in Thurrock (the ‘Project’). The 

Plant will provide up to 600 megawatts of electrical generation capacity on a fast response basis when 

called for by the National Grid, together with up to 150 megawatts of battery storage capacity.  

 

The Project requires a Development Consent Order (‘DCO’) under the Act. This is because the 

generating capacity of the proposed development is higher than 50 megawatts. The Project therefore 

falls within the definition of a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under Section 15(2)(c) 

Planning Act 2008. 

 

Planning consent for an NSIP, plus any associated development the NSIP may require, can only be 

granted by DCO. The Examining Authority for NSIPs is not the Local Planning Authority, but the 

Planning Inspectorate, who will process and examine the application before making a 

recommendation to the Secretary of State for Business, Environment and Industrial Strategy. The final 

decision on whether to grant the DCO will be made by the Secretary of State. 

 

This letter is being sent to you as part of a statutory consultation process being conducted by Thurrock 

Power Limited (‘Thurrock Power’) pursuant to section 42 of the Planning Act 2008 (the ‘Act’).  Thurrock 

Power is consulting you as a non-statutory consultee who it is considered may have an interest in the 

proposed development. 

 

An initial consultation took place in the fourth quarter of 2018. You were not consulted at that time 

due to the fact there was no marine element to the Project. A copy of the consultation letter sent to 

non-prescribed consultees in October 2018 is enclosed (without enclosures) and this sets out the 

details of the Project at that time. 

 

All previous consultation documents, including a Preliminary Environmental Information Report 

(‘PEIR’) and Non-Technical Summary (‘NTS’) produced in October 2018, can be viewed in the 

‘Documents’ section of the project website: www.thurrockpower.co.uk  

 

Subsequent to the PEIR and NTS being produced in October 2018, and as a result of responses to the 

initial consultation, discussion with stakeholders and ongoing iterative design refinement which has 

led to improvements to the project, a consultation process to seek your views on these changes will 

now be undertaken. This consultation will take place during the period from 11th October 2019 to 11th 

November 2019.  

 

Please find enclosed: 



 

 

1. Consultation letter to S42 Non-Prescribed Consultees, October 2018; 

2. Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018;  

3. Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary; 

4. Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed;  

5. Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and 

6. Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019. 

 

Summary of Project Changes since October 2018 

 

The main changes to the proposed development subsequent to our initial statutory consultation are: 

 

1. The approach to construction access to the site has changed so that access will be taken from 

the south and west rather than to the north, reducing the impact on local public highways and 

removing all permanent impact on Parsonage Common; 

 

2. A new permanent causeway into the River Thames will be constructed and used during 

construction for the delivery of very large and abnormal indivisible loads by water, along with 

a haul road from the causeway to the construction site (both Zone G on the enclosed Zone 

Plan). There are two, alternative, options proposed for the route of the haul road in this 

consultation; 

 

3. Primary construction access will be from the west through land to the north of the recently 

constructed Tilbury 2 site and will connect the main Project site to the A1089 public highway 

(see Zone H on the Zone Plan). Minor works may be required to widen certain parts of this 

route; 

 

4. Previously proposed access routes for abnormal indivisible loads have been removed from the 

project. This includes the removal of the previously proposed use of a crane over the railway 

line and construction of an access route through Parsonage Common. The area that has been 

removed is shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

 

5. Previously proposed use of and works to existing public highways to the north of the main 

project site and the creation of a construction haul road running east-west from the A126 

Gateway Academy roundabout have been removed from the Project design due to access now 

being taken from the south and not from the north of the main project site. The areas which 

have been removed are shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

 

6. The area required for connection into the National Grid Substation has been reduced due to 

progress in agreement of the point of connection (Zone B on the Zone Plan); 

 

7. The total area for the gas pipeline route in the vicinity of Station Road (Zones D1-D2 on the 

Zone Plan) has been reduced substantially as the gas pipeline route has been refined; 

 

8. Additional land has been included south of Station Road, outside the perimeter of the Low 

Street Pit Local Wildlife Site (Zone D1 on the Zonal Plan). This reduces the need for 

construction work along Station Road and the length and duration of closures of sections of 

the road required for construction and maintenance, and also allows the removal of the area 

north of station road (coloured orange on the change plan); 

 



 

9. The area of land for wildlife habitat compensation and 

enhancement between the railway and Cooper Shaw Road (Zones F1 and F2 on the Zone Plan 

and coloured green on the Change Plan) has been changed to separate this land from the 

exchange Common Land area (Zone E on the Zone Plan). This improves habitat creation 

without conflicting the grazing use of the Common Land;  

 

10. Additional land has been included to the west of the main development site (included in Zone 

A on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) for carbon capture readiness. 

Although carbon capture technology for power stations is not yet used in the UK, this may be 

a key technology to mitigate climate change effects in the future. Developers are required to 

allow sufficient space on-site for such technology if it becomes feasible in future;  

 

11. A new area (shown coloured green on the Change Plan) has been added between the 

new (replacement) common land (Zone E on the Zone Plan) and Fort Road. This area is to 

provide a footpath link from Fort Road, opposite existing common land, to the new area 

of common land; and 

 

12. There will be temporary diversion of a public right of way to allow the addition of a new 

area to the west of Station Road, south of Buckland (shown coloured green on the Change 

Plan). This is to ensure that the right of way can be created as part of the DCO if required. 

The main construction site (Zone A on the Zone Plan) is unchanged other than the addition of the new 

carbon capture readiness land. The area of cable corridor immediately to the east of the site (Zone C 

on the Zone Plan) is unchanged. 

The above changes as a whole result in an improved project design which provides better solutions, 

particularly in terms of access to the site, smaller changes being required to and less use of the public 

highways network, and the avoidance of any permanent impact on Parsonage Common. 

 

As part of the initial consultation, Thurrock Power published a Public Notice under S48 of the Act, and 

the requirements set out in Regulation 4 Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and 

Procedure) Regulations 2009, in both local and national newspapers, to inform the local and wider 

communities about the project. As a result of the above Project changes, we will be publishing a 

second Public Notice in advance of the upcoming consultation. A copy is enclosed, for your 

information. 

 

Consultation 

 

Consultation with local people, businesses and organisations is an integral part of the DCO process 

and will help to influence the final design of the proposed development. 

 

We would like to hear from you with any views you may have relating to the Project and, in particular, 

the above Project changes. Please note that the consultation period will run from 11th October 2019 

to 11th November 2019 and that all responses to this  consultation must be received by Thurrock 

Power by 11.59pm on 11th November 2019 to ensure they are considered. 

 

Responses/feedback can be provided in the following ways: 

 

• By Email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk 

• By Freepost: Freepost THURROCK POWER 

• By Telephone: 0207 1860580 



 

 

DVD copies of the full PEIR produced in October 2018 can be requested during the consultation period 

and will be provided free of charge. Hard copies of the full PEIR and appendices can be provided at a 

cost of £500.  

 

If you have any questions or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 

 

 

 

Encs:  

• Consultation letter to S42 Non-Prescribed Consultees, October 2018; 

• Project Changes Report; 

• Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018;  

• Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary; 

• Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 

• Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and 

• Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
Appendix 7.11 
 
Consultation letter to first time S44 land 
interest consultees 



 

 

1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 

9th October 2019 

 
Dear Sir/Madam 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Power Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation under Section 42 of the Planning Act 2008  

 

Deadline for Receipt of Responses:  11th November 2019 

  

This letter is being sent to you as part of a statutory consultation process being conducted pursuant 

to section 42 of the Planning Act 2008 (the ‘Act’).  

 

Thurrock Power Limited (‘Thurrock Power’) must consult with a variety of persons about its proposals 

to construct, operate and decommission a flexible generation power plant on land north of Tilbury 

Substation in Thurrock (the ‘Project’). The plant will provide up to 600 megawatts of electrical 

generation capacity on a fast response basis when called for by the National Grid, together with up to 

150 megawatts of battery storage capacity.  

 

The Project requires a Development Consent Order (‘DCO’) under the Act. This is because the 

generating capacity of the proposed development is higher than 50 megawatts. The Project therefore 

falls within the definition of a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under Section 15(2)(c) 

Planning Act 2008. 

 

Planning consent for an NSIP, plus any associated development the NSIP may require, can only be 

granted by DCO. The Examining Authority for NSIPs is not the Local Planning Authority, but the 

Planning Inspectorate, who will process and examine the application before making a 

recommendation to the Secretary of State for Business, Environment and Industrial Strategy. The final 

decision on whether to grant the DCO will be made by the Secretary of State. 

 

An initial consultation took place with land interest consultees who had been identified at that time, 

in December 2018/January 2019. A copy of the consultation letter sent to those land interest 

consultees is enclosed (without enclosures) and this sets out the details of the project at that time. 

 

Subsequent to the initial consultation, and as a result of responses to the initial consultation, 

discussion with stakeholders and ongoing iterative design refinement which has led to improvements 

to the Project, a further consultation process will take place during the period from 11th October 2019 

to 11th November 2019. As a result of recent Project changes, it is deemed that you may be affected 

by the Project, and this is the reason you are being consulted now. 

 

All previous consultation documents, including a Preliminary Environmental Information Report 

(‘PEIR’) and Non-Technical Summary (‘NTS’) produced in October 2018, can be viewed in the 

‘Documents’ section of the Project website: www.thurrockpower.co.uk  

 

Under Sections 42 and 44 of the Act, Thurrock Power is required to consult with those who have an 

interest in the land affected by the proposed DCO application, or which may be affected by the Project. 

 



 

Section 44 of the Act defines persons with an interest in the land as: 

 

“An owner, lessee, tenant (whatever the tenancy period) or occupier of the land 

 

[a person] interested in the land, or  

 

[a person] who has power to sell or convey the land, or to release the land” 

 

You have been identified as a person who has an interest in the land affected by the proposed 

application.  

 

At this stage of the proposed Project’s development, it is possible that the DCO may seek the 

Compulsory Acquisition of land, including rights to use land, for the proposed development together 

with temporary possession of land during the construction and commissioning periods. Thurrock 

Power is in discussions with those persons who may be affected in this way and is keen to reach 

agreement, where possible, with those persons prior to submission of the DCO application. 

 

 

Please find enclosed: 

 

1. Consultation letter to S44 Land Interest Consultees, December 2018; 

2. Project Changes Report; 

3. Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018;  

4. Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary; 

5. Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed;  

6. Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and 

7. Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019. 

 

Summary of Project Changes since October 2018 

 

The main changes to the proposed development subsequent to our initial statutory consultation are: 

 

1. The approach to construction access to the site has changed so that access will be taken from 

the south and west rather than to the north, reducing the impact on local public highways and 

removing all permanent impact on Parsonage Common; 

 

2. A new permanent causeway into the River Thames will be constructed and used during 

construction for the delivery of very large and abnormal indivisible loads by water, along with 

a haul road from the causeway to the construction site (both Zone G on the enclosed Zone 

Plan). There are two, alternative, options proposed for the route of the haul road in this 

consultation; 

 

3. Primary construction access will be from the west through land to the north of the recently 

constructed Tilbury 2 site and will connect the main Project site to the A1089 public highway 

(see Zone H on the Zone Plan). Minor works may be required to widen certain parts of this 

route; 

 

4. Previously proposed access routes for abnormal indivisible loads have been removed from the 

project. This includes the removal of the previously proposed use of a crane over the railway 

line and construction of an access route through Parsonage Common. The area that has been 

removed is shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 



 

 

5. Previously proposed use of and works to existing public highways to the north of the main 

project site and the creation of a construction haul road running east-west from the A126 

Gateway Academy roundabout have been removed from the Project design due to access now 

being taken from the south and not from the north of the main project site. The areas which 

have been removed are shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

 

6. The area required for connection into the National Grid Substation has been reduced due to 

progress in agreement of the point of connection (Zone B on the Zone Plan); 

 

7. The total area for the gas pipeline route in the vicinity of Station Road (Zone D1-D2 on the 

Zone Plan) has been reduced substantially as the gas pipeline route has been refined; 

 

8. Additional land has been included south of Station Road, outside the perimeter of the Low 

Street Pit Local Wildlife Site (Zone D1 on the Zonal Plan). This reduces the need for 

construction work along Station Road and the length and duration of closures of sections of 

the road required for construction and maintenance, and also allows the removal of the area 

north of station road (coloured orange on the change plan); 

 

9. The area of land for wildlife habitat compensation and enhancement between the railway and 

Cooper Shaw Road (Zones F1 and F2 on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) 

has been changed to separate this land from the exchange Common Land area (Zone E on the 

Zone Plan). This improves habitat creation without conflicting the grazing use of the Common 

Land;  

 

10. Additional land has been included to the west of the main development site (included in Zone 

A on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) for carbon capture readiness. 

Although carbon capture technology for power stations is not yet used in the UK, this may be 

a key technology to mitigate climate change effects in the future. Developers are required to 

allow sufficient space on-site for such technology if it becomes feasible in future;  

 

11. A new area (shown coloured green on the Change Plan) has been added between the new 

(replacement) common land (Zone E on the Zone Plan) and Fort Road. This area is to provide 

a footpath link from Fort Road, opposite existing common land, to the new area of common 

land; and 

 

12. There will be temporary diversion of a public right of way to allow the addition of a new area 

to the west of Station Road, south of Buckland (shown coloured green on the Change Plan). 

This is to ensure that the right of way can be created as part of the DCO if required. 

The main construction site (Zone A on the Zone Plan) is unchanged other than the addition of the new 

carbon capture readiness land. The area of cable corridor immediately to the east of the site (Zone C 

on the Zone Plan) is unchanged. 

The above changes as a whole result in an improved project design which provides better solutions, 

particularly in terms of access to the site, smaller changes being required to and less use of the public 

highways network, and the avoidance of any permanent impact on Parsonage Common. 

 

As part of the initial consultation, Thurrock Power published a Public Notice under S48 of the Act, and 

the requirements set out in Regulation 4 Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and 

Procedure) Regulations 2009, in both local and national newspapers, to inform the local and wider 



 

communities about the project. As a result of the above Project 

changes, we will be publishing a second Public Notice in advance of the upcoming consultation. A copy 

is enclosed, for your information. 

 

Consultation 

 

Consultation with local people, businesses and organisations is an integral part of the DCO process 

and will help to influence the final design of the proposed development. 

 

We would like to hear from you with any views you may have relating to the Project and, in particular, 

the above Project changes. Please note that the consultation period will run from 11th October 2019 

to 11th November 2019 and that all responses to this  consultation must be received by Thurrock 

Power by 11.59pm on 11th November 2019 to ensure they are considered. 

 

Responses/feedback can be provided in the following ways: 

 

• By Email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk 

• By Freepost: Freepost THURROCK POWER 

• By Telephone: 0207 1860580 

 

DVD copies of the full PEIR produced in October 2018 can be requested during the consultation period 

and will be provided free of charge. Hard copies of the full PEIR and appendices can be provided at a 

cost of £500.  

 

If you have any questions or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 

 

Encs:  

• Consultation letter to S44 Land Interest Consultees, December 2018; 

• Project Changes Report; 

• Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018;  

• Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary; 

• Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 

• Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and 

• Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019. 



 
 
Appendix 7.12 
 
Consultation letter to first time S44 land 
interest, potential Part 1 LCA claimant, 
consultees 



 

1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 

9th October 2019 

 
Dear Sir/Madam 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Power Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation under Section 42 of the Planning Act 2008  

 

Deadline for Receipt of Responses: 11th November 2019 

  

This letter is being sent to you as part of a statutory consultation process being conducted pursuant 

to section 42 of the Planning Act 2008 (the ‘Act’).  

 

Thurrock Power Limited (‘Thurrock Power’) must consult with a variety of persons about its proposals 

to construct, operate and decommission a flexible generation power plant on land north of Tilbury 

Substation in Thurrock (the ‘Project’). The plant will provide up to 600 megawatts of electrical 

generation capacity on a fast response basis when called for by the National Grid, together with up to 

150 megawatts of battery storage capacity.  

 

The Project requires a Development Consent Order (‘DCO’) under the Act. This is because the 

generating capacity of the proposed development is higher than 50 megawatts. The Project therefore 

falls within the definition of a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) under Section 15(2)(c) 

Planning Act 2008. 

 

Planning consent for an NSIP, plus any associated development the NSIP may require, can only be 

granted by DCO. The Examining Authority for NSIPs is not the Local Planning Authority, but the 

Planning Inspectorate, who will process and examine the application before making a 

recommendation to the Secretary of State for Business, Environment and Industrial Strategy. The final 

decision on whether to grant the DCO will be made by the Secretary of State. 

 

An initial consultation took place with land interest consultees who had been identified at that time, 

in December 2018/January 2019. A copy of the consultation letter sent to those land interest 

consultees is enclosed (without enclosures) and this sets out the details of the project at that time. 

 

All previous consultation documents, including a Preliminary Environmental Information Report 

(‘PEIR’) and Non-Technical Summary (‘NTS’) produced in October 2018, can be viewed in the 

‘Documents’ section of the Project website: www.thurrockpower.co.uk  

 

Subsequent to the initial consultation, and as a result of responses to the initial consultation, 

discussion with stakeholders and ongoing iterative design refinement which has led to improvements 

to the Project, a further consultation process will take place during the period from 11th October 2019 

to 11th November 2019. As a result of recent Project changes, and further relevant assessments being 

carried out, it is deemed that you may now be affected by the Project, and this is the reason you are 

being consulted now. 

 

Under Sections 42 and 44 of the Act, Thurrock Power is required to consult with those who have an 

interest in the land affected by the proposed DCO application, or which may be affected by the Project. 

 



 

The relevant portion of Section 44 relates to those persons with an interest in the land who may be 

affected by the proposed development, who the applicant thinks that, if the order sought by the 

proposed DCO application were granted and fully implemented, those persons would or might be 

entitled to make a relevant claim under Part 1 of the Land Compensation Act 1973. That is, 

compensation for depreciation of land value by physical factors caused by use of public works.  

 

You have been identified as a person who has an interest in the land and who may be affected by 

the proposed development.  

 

This letter is being sent on a precautionary basis, arising from  preliminary assessment of the potential 

noise impacts arising from the operation of the proposed development. 

 

At this stage of the proposed Project’s development, it is possible that the DCO may seek the 

Compulsory Acquisition of land, including rights to use land, for the proposed development together 

with temporary possession of land during the construction and commissioning periods. Thurrock 

Power is in discussions with those persons who may be affected in this way and is keen to reach 

agreement, where possible, with those persons prior to submission of the DCO application. 

 

 

Please find enclosed: 

 

1. Consultation letter to S44 Land Interest Consultees, December 2018; 

2. Project Changes Report; 

3. Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018;  

4. Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary; 

5. Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed;  

6. Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and 

7. Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019. 

 

Summary of Project Changes since October 2018 

 

The main changes to the proposed development subsequent to our initial statutory consultation are: 

 

1. The approach to construction access to the site has changed so that access will be taken from 

the south and west rather than to the north, reducing the impact on local public highways and 

removing all permanent impact on Parsonage Common; 

 

2. A new permanent causeway into the River Thames will be constructed and used during 

construction for the delivery of very large and abnormal indivisible loads by water, along with 

a haul road from the causeway to the construction site (both Zone G on the enclosed Zone 

Plan). There are two, alternative, options proposed for the route of the haul road in this 

consultation; 

 

3. Primary construction access will be from the west through land to the north of the recently 

constructed Tilbury 2 site and will connect the main Project site to the A1089 public highway 

(see Zone H on the Zone Plan). Minor works may be required to widen certain parts of this 

route; 

 

4. Previously proposed access routes for abnormal indivisible loads have been removed from the 

project. This includes the removal of the previously proposed use of a crane over the railway 



 

line and construction of an access route through Parsonage Common. The area that has been 

removed is shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

 

5. Previously proposed use of and works to existing public highways to the north of the main 

project site and the creation of a construction haul road running east-west from the A126 

Gateway Academy roundabout have been removed from the Project design due to access now 

being taken from the south and not from the north of the main project site. The areas which 

have been removed are shown coloured orange on the Change Plan; 

 

6. The area required for connection into the National Grid Substation has been reduced due to 

progress in agreement of the point of connection (Zone B on the Zone Plan); 

 

7. The total area for the gas pipeline route in the vicinity of Station Road (Zones D1-D2 on the 

Zone Plan) has been reduced substantially as the gas pipeline route has been refined; 

 

8. Additional land has been included south of Station Road, outside the perimeter of the Low 

Street Pit Local Wildlife Site (Zone D1 on the Zonal Plan). This reduces the need for 

construction work along Station Road and the length and duration of closures of sections of 

the road required for construction and maintenance, and also allows the removal of the area 

north of station road (coloured orange on the change plan); 

 

9. The area of land for wildlife habitat compensation and enhancement between the railway and 

Cooper Shaw Road (Zones F1 and F2 on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) 

has been changed to separate this land from the exchange Common Land area (Zone E on the 

Zone Plan). This improves habitat creation without conflicting the grazing use of the Common 

Land;  

 

10. Additional land has been included to the west of the main development site (included in Zone 

A on the Zone Plan and coloured green on the Change Plan) for carbon capture readiness. 

Although carbon capture technology for power stations is not yet used in the UK, this may be 

a key technology to mitigate climate change effects in the future. Developers are required to 

allow sufficient space on-site for such technology if it becomes feasible in future;  

 

11. A new area (shown coloured green on the Change Plan) has been added between the new 

(replacement) common land (Zone E on the Zone Plan) and Fort Road. This area is to provide 

a footpath link from Fort Road, opposite existing common land, to the new area of common 

land; and 

 

12. There will be temporary diversion of a public right of way to allow the addition of a new area 

to the west of Station Road, south of Buckland (shown coloured green on the Change Plan). 

This is to ensure that the right of way can be created as part of the DCO if required. 

The main construction site (Zone A on the Zone Plan) is unchanged other than the addition of the new 

carbon capture readiness land. The area of cable corridor immediately to the east of the site (Zone C 

on the Zone Plan) is unchanged. 

The above changes as a whole result in an improved Project design which provides better solutions, 

particularly in terms of access to the site, smaller changes being required to and less use of the public 

highways network, and the avoidance of any permanent impact on Parsonage Common. 

 



 

As part of the initial consultation, Thurrock Power published a Public Notice under S48 of the Act, and 

the requirements set out in Regulation 4 Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and 

Procedure) Regulations 2009, in both local and national newspapers, to inform the local and wider 

communities about the project. As a result of the above Project changes, we will be publishing a 

second Public Notice in advance of the upcoming consultation. A copy is enclosed, for your 

information. 

 

 

Consultation 

 

Consultation with local people, businesses and organisations is an integral part of the DCO process 

and will help to influence the final design of the proposed development. 

 

We would like to hear from you with any views you may have relating to the Project and, in particular, 

the above Project changes. Please note that the consultation period will run from 4th October 2019 

to 2nd November 2019 and that all responses to this  consultation must be received by Thurrock 

Power by 11.59pm on 2nd November 2019 to ensure they are considered. 

 

Responses/feedback can be provided in the following ways: 

 

• By Email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk 

• By Freepost: Freepost THURROCK POWER 

• By Telephone: 0207 1860580 

 

DVD copies of the full PEIR produced in October 2018 can be requested during the consultation period 

and will be provided free of charge. Hard copies of the full PEIR and appendices can be provided at a 

cost of £500.  

 

If you have any questions or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 

 

 

 

Encs:  

• Consultation letter to S44 Land Interest Consultees, December 2018; 

• Project Changes Report; 

• Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018;  

• Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary; 

• Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 

• Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and 

• Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019. 



 
 
Appendix 7.13 
 
Covering letters for further consultation 
letters to major stakeholders 



 

 

1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 

9th October 2019 

 
Chris Purvis 

Principal Planner (Major Applications) 

Environment and Place 

Thurrock Council 

Civic Offices 

New Road 

Grays 

Essex RM17 6SL 

 

Email: cpurvis@thurrock.gov.uk 

 

9th October 2019 

 

Dear Chris 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation with Thurrock Council on Project Changes  

 

Further to our ongoing discussions with Thurrock Council in relation to iterative design of the Thurrock 

Power Flexible Generation Plant project, we are now formally consulting on the changes made to the 

project.   

 

As we have discussed, the changes include relocating a standard construction access to enter the site 

from the west rather than the north. Abnormal indivisible loads are now proposed to be delivered by 

river to a new permanent causeway to the south of the site rather than using the road network. 

Changes are also proposed to the common land exchange, habitat creation and enhancement land, 

and to re-route the gas pipeline corridor to run to the south of the Local Wildlife Site. As you are 

statutory consultee under sections 42 and 43 of the Planning Act 2008, we enclose a formal 

consultation letter relating to the project changes and the associated documents. 

 

Public notices of this consultation will appear in the local press weeks commencing 30 September and 

07 October 2019. Please note that the deadline for responses to this round of consultation is 11th 

November 2019.  

 

Please can I ask you to distribute the enclosed Project Change Report document and plans to the 

relevant departments within the council. If you would like any further information or to meet to 

discuss, please give me a call. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 

 

 

 



 

 

1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 

 

 

Janice Burgess 

Spatial Planning Manager 

c/o Andree Gregory 

Highways England 

Bridge House 

1 Walnut Tree Close 

Guilford 

Surrey GU1 4LZ 

 

Email: Andree.Gregory@highwaysengland.co.uk 

 

9th October 2019 

 

Dear Janice 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation with Highways England on Project Changes  

 

Further to our ongoing discussions with Highways England in relation to iterative design of the 

Thurrock Power Flexible Generation Plant project, we are now formally consulting on the changes 

made to the project subsequent to the preparation of the PEIR in October 2018.   

 

As we have discussed, the changes include relocating a standard construction access to enter the site 

from the west rather than the north. Abnormal indivisible loads are now proposed to be delivered by 

river to a new permanent causeway to the south of the site rather than using the road network. The 

new construction access proposals will directly affect your interests by changing the intended use of 

the highway network by the project for construction traffic. We therefore enclose a formal 

consultation letter under section 42 of the Planning Act 2008 and the associated documents.  

 

Public notices of this consultation will appear in the local press weeks commencing 30 September and 

07 October 2019. Please note that the deadline for responses to this round of consultation is 11th 

November 2019.  

 

If you would like any further information or to meet to discuss, please give me a call. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 

 

 



 

 

1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 

Hugh Craddock 

Case Officer 

Open Spaces Society 

25a Bell Street 

Henley-on-Thames  

RG9 2BA 

 

Email: hughcraddock@oss.org.uk 

 

9th October 2019 

 

Dear Hugh 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation with Open Spaces Society on Project Changes  

 

Further to our ongoing discussions with the Open Spaces Society in relation to iterative design of the 

Thurrock Power Flexible Generation Plant project, we are now formally consulting on changes made 

to the project subsequent to production of the PEIR in October 2018.   

 

As we have discussed, the changes include a new proposal to construct a permanent causeway and 

haul road for delivery of abnormal loads by barge in the River Thames and a new construction access 

from the west. Changes are also proposed to the common land exchange, habitat creation and 

enhancement land, and to re-route the gas pipeline corridor to run to the south of the Local Wildlife 

Site. In particular, abnormal load access across Parsonage Common has been removed, the habitat 

creation and enhancement land has been separated from the common replacement land and a 

footway connection to the common replacement land from Fort Road is now proposed.  

 

We enclose a formal consultation letter relating to the project changes and the associated documents. 

Public notices of this consultation will appear in the local press weeks commencing 30 September and 

07 October 2019. Please note that the deadline for responses to this round of consultation is 11th  

November 2019.  

 

If you would like any further information or to meet to discuss, please give me a call. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 



 

 

1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 

 

 

Allen Jones 

Clerk to West Tilbury Commons Conservators 

The Old Bakery 

The Green 

West Tilbury 

Essex RM18 8TU 

 

Email: Senojna@outlook.com 

 

9th October 2019 

 

Dear Allen, 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation with West Tilbury Commons Conservators 

on Project Changes  

 

Further to our ongoing discussions with West Tilbury Commons Conservators in relation to iterative 

design of the Thurrock Power Flexible Generation Plant project, we are now formally consulting on 

changes made to the project subsequent to our initial consultation in October/November 2018.   

 

The changes include a new proposal to construct a permanent causeway in the River Thames and haul 

road for delivery of abnormal loads by barge and a new construction access from the west. Changes 

are also proposed to the common land exchange, habitat creation and enhancement land, and to re-

route the gas pipeline corridor to run to the south of the Local Wildlife Site. We enclose a formal 

consultation letter relating to the project changes and the associated documents.  

 

Public notices of this consultation will appear in the local press weeks commencing 30 September and 

07 October 2019. Please note that the deadline for responses to this round of consultation is 11th 

November 2019.  

 

If you would like any further information or to meet to discuss, please give me a call. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 
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1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 

 

Jonathan Bustard 

Casework Manager 

West Anglia Area Team 

Natural England 

Crewe Business Park 

Electra Way 

Crewe 

Cheshire 

CW1 6GJ 

 

Email: Jonathan.Bustard@naturalengland.org.uk 

 

9th October 2019 

 

Dear Jonathan 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation with Natural England on Project Changes  

 

Further to our ongoing discussions with Natural England in relation to iterative design of the Thurrock 

Power Flexible Generation Plant project, we are now formally consulting on the changes made to the 

project subsequent to production of the PEIR in October 2018.   

 

As we have discussed, the changes include a new proposal to construct a permanent causeway in the 

River Thames for delivery of abnormal loads by barge and a haul road, plus a new construction access 

from the west. Changes are also proposed to the common land exchange, habitat creation and 

enhancement land, and to re-route the gas pipeline corridor to run to the south of the Local Wildlife 

Site. As you are a statutory consultee under section 42 of the Planning Act 2008, we enclose a formal 

consultation letter and associated documents, relating to the project changes.  

 

Public notices of this consultation will appear in the local press weeks commencing 30 September and 

07 October 2019. Please note that the deadline for responses to this round of consultation is 11th 

November 2019.  

 

If you would like any further information or to meet to discuss, please give me a call. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 



 

 

1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 

 

Matthew Trigg 

Development Planning Manager 

RWE Generation UK plc 

Electron 

Windmill Hill Business Park 

Whitehill Way 

Swindon SN5 6PB 

 

Email: Matthew.Trigg@rwe.com 

 

9th October 2019  

 

Dear Matthew 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation with RWE on Project Changes  

 

Further to our ongoing discussions with RWE in relation to iterative design of the Thurrock Power 

Flexible Generation Plant project, we are now formally consulting on the changes made to the project 

subsequent to production of the PEIR in October 2018.   

 

As we have discussed, the changes include a new proposal to construct a permanent causeway for 

delivery of abnormal loads by barge in the River Thames with associated haul road, and a new 

construction access from the west.  

 

The new construction access and haul road to the causeway will directly affect land within your 

ownership. We therefore enclose a formal consultation letter to under section 42 of the Planning Act 

2008, plus associated documents. 

 

Public notices of this consultation will appear in the local press weeks commencing 30 September and 

07 October 2019. Please note that the deadline for responses to this round of consultation is 11th 

November 2019.  

 

If you wish to discuss, please do not hesitate to call. 

 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 

 

 



 

 

1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 

 
Sarah Errington 

Marine Licensing Manager 

Marine Management Organisation 

Lancaster House 

Hampshire Court 

Newcastle Business Park 

Newcastle upon Tyne 

NE4 7YH 

 

Email: Sarah.Errington@marine management.org.uk 

 

9th October 2019 

 

Dear Sarah 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation with the Marine Management Organisation on Project Changes 

 

Further to our ongoing discussions with the MMO in relation to iterative design of the Thurrock Power 

Flexible Generation Plant project, we are now formally consulting on the changes made to the project 

subsequent to production of the PEIR in October 2018.   

 

As we have discussed, the changes include a new proposal to construct a permanent causeway for 

delivery of abnormal loads by barge in the River Thames. As that new causeway will require dredging 

and construction to be undertaken in the marine environment, the project now extends into and 

directly affects the marine environment in a manner that was not proposed in the previous formal 

consultation, which took place in October/November 2018.  We therefore enclose a formal 

consultation letter to the MMO under section 42 of the Planning Act 2008, plus associated documents.  

 

Public notices of this consultation will appear in the local press weeks commencing 30 September and 

07 October 2019. Please note that the deadline for responses to this round of consultation is 11th 

November 2019.  

 

If you would like any further information or to meet to discuss, please give me a call. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 

 



 

 

 
1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 
Peter Ward 

Commercial Director 

Port of Tilbury London Limited 

Leslie Ford House 

Tilbury 

Essex RM18 7EH 

 

Email: Peter.Ward@potll.com 

 

9th October 2019 

 

Dear Martin 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation with Port of Tilbury London Limited on Project Changes 

 

Further to our ongoing discussions with POTLL in relation to iterative design of the Thurrock Power 

Flexible Generation Plant project, we are now formally consulting on the changes made to the project 

subsequent to production of the PEIR in October 2018.   

 

As we have discussed, the changes include a new proposal to construct a permanent causeway for 

delivery of abnormal loads by barge in the River Thames and a new construction access from the west. 

That new construction access will directly affect your interests by crossing your land, and we therefore 

enclose a formal consultation letter to POTLL under section 42 of the Planning Act 2008, plus 

associated documents.  

 

Public notices of this consultation will appear in the local press weeks commencing 30 September and 

07 October 2019. Please note that the deadline for responses to this round of consultation is 11th 

November 2019.  

 

If you would like any further information or to meet to discuss, please give me a call. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 

 



1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street
London, W87LP

Lucy Owen
Deputy Director of Planning and Environment
London River House
Royal Pier Road
Gravesend
Kent DA12 2BG

Email: lucy.owen@pla.co.uk

9th October 2019

Dear Lucy

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company)
Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock
Consultation with Port of London Authority on Project Changes

Further to our ongoing discussions with the Authority in relation to iterative design of the Thurrock 
Power Flexible Generation Plant project, we are now formally consulting on the changes made to 
the project subsequent to production of the PEIR in October 2018.  

As we have discussed, the changes include a new proposal to construct a permanent causeway for 
delivery of abnormal loads by barge in the River Thames and a new construction access from the 
west. The project now extends into and directly affects the marine environment in a manner that 
was not proposed in the previous formal consultation.  The proposed causeway and its associated 
haul road will also directly affect land within your ownership. We therefore enclose a formal 
consultation letter to the Authority under section 42 of the Planning Act 2008, plus associated 
documents.

Public notices of this consultation will appear in the local press weeks commencing 30 September 
and 07 October 2019. Please note that the deadline for responses to this round of consultation is 
11th November 2019. 

If you would like any further information or to meet to discuss, please give me a call.

Kind regards

Andrew Troup
Director



1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street
London, W87LP

          4th December 2019

Dear Sir/Madam

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company)
Proposed Flexible Generation Power Plant in Thurrock
Consultation under Section 42 of the Planning Act 2008 

Deadline for Receipt of Response: 6th January 2020

Please find enclosed consultation letter dated 9th October 2019, with enclosures. 

We have just been notified that your organisation may have assets within the boundary of our 
proposed development (which requires a Development Consent Order), and this is why you are now 
being consulted as a prescribed consultee under section 42 (1)(a) of the Planning act 2008. An initial 
consultation took place in October/November 2018 and further consultation on project changes 
took place from 11th October to 11th November 2019. It is these project changes which have brought 
you to our attention through a land referencing exercise.

Please disregard the deadline for responses in the enclosed consultation letter. The deadline for 
your response is Monday 6th January 2020. If, in the meantime, you wish to discuss any aspect of the 
proposed development or the consultation, please do not hesitate to contact me by phone or email 
(phone: 0207 1860580; email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk).

Yours sincerely

Andrew Troup
Director

Encs:
 Consultation letter to S42 Prescribed Consultees, October 2019;
 Consultation letter to S42 Prescribed Consultees, October 2018;
 Project Changes Report;
 Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018; 
 Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary;
 Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed;
 Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and
 Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019.



 
 
Appendix 7.14 
 
Cover letter to new Councillors 



 

1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 
London, W87LP 

 
14th October 2019 

 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 
Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock 
Consultation on Project Changes 
 
Deadline for Receipt of Responses: 14th November 2019 
 
Please find enclosed package of documents relating to public consultation on project changes to the 
proposed Thurrock Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock.  
 
You will note that the enclosed standard letter, dated 9th October 2019, refers to the consultation 
period ending on 11th November 2019. However, we were unaware until today that there had been 
local elections in Thurrock in May, and the consultation letter was sent last week to your predecessor 
in error. The consultation period relevant to you will therefore now start on 16th October 2019 and 
end on 14th November 2019.  
 
 
If you would like to discuss, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
Andrew Troup 
Director 
 
 
 





 
 
Appendix 7.15 
 
Cover letter to organisations where 
delivery of consultation letters failed 
initially 



 

1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 

London, W87LP 

 

1st November 2019 

 

Dear Sir/Madam 

 

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 

Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock 

Consultation on Project Changes 

 

Deadline for Receipt of Responses: 4th December 2019 

 

Please find enclosed package of documents relating to public consultation on project changes to the 

proposed Thurrock Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock.  

 

You will note that the enclosed letter, dated 9th October 2019, refers to the consultation period ending 

on 11th November 2019. This letter was sent to you first class signed for on 9th October 2019, but we 

were unaware until today that the letter addressed to your organisation was undelivered and had 

been returned to our printers. Accordingly, please ignore the consultation dates set out in our letter 

of 9th October 2019, as the consultation period relevant to you will start on 5th November 2019 and 

end on 4th December 2019.  

 

If you would like to discuss, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Andrew Troup 

Director 

 

 

 



 
 
Appendix 7.16 
 
Email sent to ‘hard to reach’ groups in 
advance of the 2019 formal consultation 
period 



 

1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street 
London, W87LP 

 
8th October 2019 

 
 
 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company) 
Proposed Flexible Generation Power Plant in Thurrock 
Advance Notice of Consultation on Project Changes 
 
You may recall that you were consulted in October/November 2018 in relation to the above project, 
which involves an application for a new Gas Fired Electricity Generation Plant in Thurrock.  
 
Subsequent to the consultation which took place in 2018, and as result of responses we received to 
that consultation, discussion with stakeholders, and ongoing iterative design refinement which has 
led to improvements to the project, a consultation regarding project changes which have been made 
will now be undertaken. This consultation will take place during the period from 11th October 2019 
to 11th November 2019.
 
In the next few days, you will receive by email a formal consultation letter and relevant enclosures. 
This letter will contain further information about the project changes and details of how you can 
provide feedback. You will be invited to provide your views by the end of the consultation period, 
Monday 11th November 2019. 
 
If you would like to discuss our project, or the proposed project changes, please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Andrew Troup 
Director | Statera Energy Limited 

 

 



1

Kirsty Cassie

From: Stephanie Boswall

Sent: 08 October 2019 10:13

To: info@rccgfruitfulland.org

Cc: Kirsty Cassie

Subject: Thurrock Flexible Generation Power Plant

Attachments: Document 40 (Cover Letter H to R Groups Oct 2019)_.docx

Dear Sir/Madam 

Please find attached letter relating to forthcoming consultation on proposed changes to the Thurrock 

Flexible Generation Power Plant project. 

Kind regards 

Stephanie Boswall 

 
Stephanie Boswall 
Statera Energy Limited 
1st Floor | 145 Kensington Church Street 
London | W8 7LP 

 
 

www.stateraenergy.co.uk 
 



1

Kirsty Cassie

From: Stephanie Boswall

Sent: 08 October 2019 10:05

To:

Cc: Kirsty Cassie

Subject: Thurrock Flexible Generation Power Plant 

Attachments: Document 40 (Cover Letter H to R Groups Oct 2019)_.docx

Dear Mr Sadler 

Please find attached letter relating to forthcoming consultation on project changes to the Thurrock 

Flexible Generation Power Plant project. 

Kind regards 

Stephanie Boswall 

 
Stephanie Boswall 
Statera Energy Limited 
1st Floor | 145 Kensington Church Street 
London | W8 7LP 

 
 

www.stateraenergy.co.uk 

 



1

Kirsty Cassie

From: Stephanie Boswall

Sent: 08 October 2019 10:11

To: info@onecommunity.org.uk

Cc: Kirsty Cassie

Subject: Thurrock Flexible Generation Power Plant

Attachments: Document 40 (Cover Letter H to R Groups Oct 2019)_.docx

Dear Sir/Madam 

Please find attached letter relating to forthcoming consultation on proposed changes to the Thurrock 

Flexible Generation Power Plant project. 

Kind regards 

Stephanie Boswall 

 
Stephanie Boswall 
Statera Energy Limited 
1st Floor | 145 Kensington Church Street 
London | W8 7LP 

 
 

www.stateraenergy.co.uk 

 



1

Kirsty Cassie

From: Stephanie Boswall

Sent: 08 October 2019 09:57

To: Annie O'Brien

Cc: Kirsty Cassie

Subject: Thurrock Power Flexible Generation Power Plant

Attachments: Document 40 (Cover Letter H to R Groups Oct 2019)_.docx

Dear Annie 

Please find attached letter relating to forthcoming consultation on changes to the Thurrock Power Flexible 

Generation Plant project. 

Kind regards 

Stephanie Boswall 

 
Stephanie Boswall 
Statera Energy Limited 
1st Floor | 145 Kensington Church Street 
London | W8 7LP 

 
 

www.stateraenergy.co.uk 



1

Kirsty Cassie

From: Stephanie Boswall

Sent: 08 October 2019 10:00

To: tilbury@thurrockcommunityhubs.org.uk

Cc: Kirsty Cassie

Subject: Thurrock Flexible Generation Power Plant

Attachments: Document 40 (Cover Letter H to R Groups Oct 2019)_.docx

Dear Sir/Madam 

Please find attached letter relating to forthcoming consultation on project changes to the Thurrock 

Flexible Generation Power Plant project. 

Kind regards 

Stephanie Boswall 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Thurrock Power proposes to develop a flexible generation plant on land north of Tilbury 
Substation in Thurrock. The flexible generation plant will provide up to 600 megawatts 
(MW) of electrical generation capacity on a fast response basis when called by the 
National Grid, together with up to 150 MW of battery storage capacity. The proposed 
development is a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) for which Thurrock 
Power will submit an application to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) for development 
consent.  

1.2 Thurrock Power undertook public consultation on the proposals in October and 
November 2018. Copies of the documents provided for that consultation, including the 
preliminary environmental information report, are available on Thurrock Power’s 
website: www.thurrockpower.co.uk.  

1.3 Subsequent to the public consultation on the proposals, project changes have taken 
place as a result of the responses received to consultation, input from specialist bodies 
and ongoing iterative design work.  This document explains the changes made since the 
previous consultation, and provides preliminary information on the impact of those 
changes. This consultation concerns only the changes made to the proposal since the 
2018 consultation. 

1.4 This report is accompanied by 4 plans: 

(a) A revised red line boundary; 

(b) an annotated Change Plan showing the areas removed and added; 

(c) a plan summarising the elements of the project in different zones in the revised 
red line area (the Zone Plan); and 

(d) the October 2018 Zone Plan, for information. 

1.5 Following consideration of the responses to this consultation, Thurrock Power will 
finalise its proposals and submit an application to PINs. There will then be an opportunity 
for any person to make representations on the proposals as submitted and engage in the 
Examination.  

 
Access 

2.1 The approach to construction access to the site has changed so that access will be taken 
from the south and west rather than the north. These changes will reduce the impact on 
local highways and reduce the impact on Parsonage Common. The access changes are: 

a) A new permanent causeway into the river will be constructed to allow the 
delivery of very large and abnormal loads by water, and a haul road from the 
causeway to the main construction site (both Zone G on the enclosed revised 
Zone Plan) are proposed; 

b) A new primary construction access from the west running through land to the 
north of the Tilbury2 site (Zone H) will connect the main construction site to the 
A1089 public highway as modified by the Tilbury2 development; 
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c) The previously proposed abnormal loads route which including using a crane 
over the rail line and construction of an access through Parsonage Common have 
been removed (the removed area is shown coloured orange on the enclosed 
Change Plan); 

d) The proposed use of and works to the existing public highway to the north of the 
main site (including to Marshfoot Road, St Chads Road, Gun Hill Road, Cooper 
Shaw Road, Church Road. Turnpike Lane, High House Lane and Linford Road and 
Brentwood Road) have been removed from the application, as access will now 
be taken from the south of the site not the north. The creation of a new haul 
route running east-west from the A126 Gateway Academy roundabout to Gun 
Hill is no longer proposed. The areas which have been removed are shown 
coloured orange on the Change Plan 

2.2 The area required for connecting into the National Grid Substation has been reduced due 
to progress on agreeing the point of connection (Zone B). 

2.3 The total area for the gas pipeline route in the vicinity of Station Road (labelled as Zone 
D2 on the enclosed Zone Plan) has been reduced substantially as the gas pipeline route 
has been refined.   

2.4 Additional land (Zone D1) has been included south of Station Road, outside the perimeter 
of the Low Street Pit Local Wildlife Site. This land is to provide an alternative route for 
the gas pipeline that reduces the need for construction work along Station Road. This 
alternate routing reduces the length and duration of closures of sections of the road for 
required for construction and maintenance.  This also allows the removal of the area to 
the north of Station Road from the application  

2.5 Two areas of land (Zones F1 and F2) for wildlife habitat compensation and enhancement 
between the railway and Cooper Shaw Road have been changed to separate this land 
from the exchange Common Land area (Zone E). This improves the habitat creation that 
is possible without conflicting the grazing use of the Common Land. The Common Land 
approach is further set out in section 4 below. 

2.6 Additional land has been included to the west of the main development site (labelled as 
Zone A on the Zone Plan) for carbon capture readiness. This additional area is shown 
coloured green on the Change Plan. Although carbon capture technology for power 
stations is not yet used in the UK, this may be a key technology to mitigate climate change 
effects in the future. Developers are required to allow sufficient space on-site for such 
technology if it becomes feasible in future.  

2.7 A new area (shown coloured green on the Change Plan) has been added between the 
new (replacement) common land (Zone E) and Fort Road. This area is to provide a 
footpath link from Fort Road, opposite existing common land, to the new area of 
common land. 

2.8 A new area (shown coloured green on the Change Plan) has been added to the west of 
Station Road, south of Buckland, where a public right of way will be temporarily diverted. 
Although the project always intended to use this route as a diversion, it has been added 
to the area within the red line to provide certainty that the right of way can be created 
by the DCO if required.  

New marine facility 
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3.1 A new permanent causeway into the River Thames for the delivery of abnormal loads 
delivery by water together with a haul road from the causeway to the main construction 
site are proposed to the south of the main construction site in Zone G. Abnormal 
indivisible loads (AILs) (heavy engines for example) will be delivered by water using a 
specialist heavy lift barge and offloaded using the causeway. This will remove the need 
to transport AILs to site by road and reduce the impact on the public highway as well as 
removing the need to crane AILs over the rail line and the need to take access for these 
abnormal loads over Parsonage Common.  

3.2 The causeway proposal would operate as follows:  

(a) A gate installed within the flood defence wall will be opened to permit vehicles 
to pass through the opening.  

(b) The barge will arrive at the site during a high tide and will position itself above 
the required beaching location. As the tidal water level falls, the barge will settle 
onto the prepared area of river foreshore at the required location.  

(c) A mobile crane will travel down the causeway to one of the crane pads adjacent 
to the barge. This crane will assist with deployment of the barge ramp to form a 
transition between the barge and the causeway.  

(d) A self-propelled model transporter or trailer will then travel over the barge ramp 
onto the causeway, along the causeway, through the gate in the flood defence 
wall, and onward via a temporary haul road to the power station construction 
site.   

(e) The crane will dismantle the barge ramp and re-stow on the barge, before 
returning to shore along the causeway.  

(f) The barge will then await the rising tide and, when the water level is sufficiently 
high, re-float and sail away from the site.  

(g) The gate in the flood defence wall will be closed. 

3.3 Up to 60 barge deliveries, each for a single AIL, are expected in total. These deliveries are 
likely to be at intervals of three days or more during the construction programme. 

3.4 In the area where the causeway will meet land, the land is at approximately +5.0m AOD 
with a reinforced concrete flood defence wall to a level of +6.48m AOD (based on 
Environment Agency data). The land immediately behind the flood wall is also at a level 
of approximately +5.0m AOD but further back from the wall has been raised above this 
level. The foreshore here is initially at a gradient that is suitable for beaching the vessel. 
However, after a short distance the bed has been dredged for navigation purposes and 
therefore becomes significantly steeper and unsuitable for beaching a vessel. The 
causeway proposed for this location is therefore curved in plan in order to accommodate 
both causeway and beached vessel within the area of acceptable foreshore gradient. This 
results in the beached vessel being positioned a safe distance from the navigation 
channel.  

3.5 The height of the top of the causeway will be approximately X metres AOD meaning that 
the intertidal area within and around the footprint of the proposed causeway has been 
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characterised by a site-specific walkover survey and sediment sampling for particle size 
and sediment chemistry, presently undergoing analysis. 

3.6 This area was found to be characterised primarily by an area of saltmarsh at the top of 
the shore (i.e. immediately below the flood defences) and an area of intertidal mudflat 
extending from the upper shore (immediately below the saltmarsh) to the low tide mark. 
These habitats are typical for intertidal areas of the Thames Estuary.  

3.7 The site-specific survey and desktop data for the project area showed that the saltmarsh 
was characterised by a range of saltmarsh species, with the habitat classified according 
to National Vegetation Classification (NVC) scheme as a mosaic of SM13 Puccinellia 
maritima (saltmarsh grass) and SM14 Halimione portulacoides (sea purslane) saltmarsh 
communities. The intertidal mudflat was characterised by muddy sediments with 
infaunal communities typical of the middle Thames Estuary, including ragworm (Hediste 
diversicolor) and molluscs (e.g. Scrobicularia plana). Other intertidal habitats included 
sparse areas of mixed and shingle sediment and rock substrates (i.e. rock coastal 
protection) dominated by fucoid seaweeds.  

3.8 No site specific geotechnical information is available. Bathymetry at the site is taken from 
Port of London Authority Nautical Chart 337. 

3.9 In developing the concept design, Thurrock Power has sought to minimise the likelihood 
of the causeway structure causing significant scouring of the existing foreshore, in order 
to mitigate the risk of damaging the inter-tidal habitat beyond the footprint of the 
causeway itself. 

3.10 Some saltmarsh will be lost through construction of the causeway. However, it is possible 
that new saltmarsh will be created in lee of causeway offsetting that loss. This will be 
considered in the full Environmental Statement (ES).  

3.11 Above mean high water north of the sea wall, the proposed access road runs across an 
area of semi-improved grassland before dividing into two potential options. The western 
option follows the path of an existing site access road north to Tilbury Substation. The 
route then runs past the east side of the substation, where habitats comprise grassland, 
tall ruderal and some marginal wetter vegetation along the line of a silted-up ditch. From 
there the route runs across an area of semi-improved grassland with areas of scattered 
scrub and tall ruderal vegetation, before crossing a ditch into the main development site. 
Reptiles are likely to occur in areas of semi-improved grassland north of the sea wall and 
adjacent to the main development site, and water voles occur in the main development 
site boundary ditches when these ditches are not dry. Cetti’s Warbler, amongst other 
breeding birds has been recorded adjacent to the main development site. This western 
option will require groundworks, including excavation and potentially the construction 
of retaining walls in order to create suitable gradients for the haul road.  

3.12 The eastern haul road option follows the alignment of an existing track west-east from 
the substation access road before turning north along the eastern side of a watercourse 
through an agricultural field to connect to the main site. The land between the western 
and eastern routes is an ecologically sensitive area which would  be less suitable to 
construct a haul route through.  

3.13 Options are required in this area as adverse ground conditons mean that further ground 
investigation is required before a preferred option can be selected. 
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3.14 There are ongoing discussions with the Marine Management Organisation, the Port of 
London Authority, Natural England and others in relation to causeway. 

New primary construction access from the west  

3.15 Works to the existing public highway and creation of a new east-west haul route from 
the A126 Gateway Academy roundabout to Gun Hill have been removed from the 
application, as access will now be taken from the south of the site not the north. The 
areas which have been removed from the proposal are shown coloured orange on the 
enclosed Change Plan.  

3.16 The removed elements are:  

(a) sections of public highway and sections of an existing private road with 
temporary planning permission to the north which would have provided an 
access route from Orsett Cock junction. The public highway sections of that 
route would have required widening at certain pinch points and temporary 
traffic controls. 

(b) The access from the north also required up to 1 acre of land on Parsonage 
Common adjacent to the railway line to be used for temporary laydown during 
the construction period and a temporary tower crane for moving items across 
the railway. A temporary haul road south from Cooper Shaw Road would have 
been constructed to access the crane site. 

(c) A construction haul road was proposed to be created between A126 Gateway 
Academy roundabout and Gun Hill. The haul road would have remained in situ 
following the end of the construction programme in order to provide a continued 
access option for abnormal loads should a major component (such as 
transformer) of the proposed development fail in operation and require 
replacement. 

3.17 The new access proposals from the A13 trunk road and Tilbury Port are to use the A1089 
to access a new road that will have been constructed parallel to Fort Road as part of the 
Tilbury2 development. From this point, the access route would use private roads within 
the Tilbury2 development and former Tilbury B power station site, and then a new road 
to be constructed east of Tilbury Substation, to reach the main development site. Minor 
works to widen some corners of the section of this route on the Tilbury B power station 
site may be required.  

3.18 Should construction traffic access via this route be unavailable for limited periods, the 
secondary construction traffic access route would be from Fort Road north to Cooper 
Shaw Road, and then via Church Road and Station Road to the permanent access point 
in Zone C. 

3.19 The A1089 is a dual carriageway road between the A1089 and the Asda roundabout and 
then becomes a single carriageway road to the south of the Asda roundabout.  This route 
involves the crossing of the Asda roundabout on the A1089 which is known to operate 
at its operational capacity during some periods of the day. This amended proposal has 
been discussed with Thurrock Council and Highways England as the relevant highway 
authorities and they are generally satisfied subject to the timings of construction vehicles 
being managed through a Construction Traffic Management Plan. 
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3.20 From the A1089 the main construction access route would follow private access roads.  

3.21 Existing access to the main development site (Zone A) is via a farm track through zone C 
from Station Road immediately to the south of the level crossing over the railway. This 
would be improved to provide a permanent access route, as described in the previous 
consultation. This permanent road access has not been amended and access will still be 
provided through Zone C to the public highway at Station Road. This permanent road 
access will be used for maintenance staff and for delivery of reagent by road tanker, for 
which around one vehicle per two to three days is estimated to be required. There will 
be limited need for access during operation, as the facility will not typically have an on-
site workforce. 

3.22 The changes proposed are to the route of access and do not change the volumes of traffic 
predicted at each stage, save that AILs unsuited to the road network will be delivered by 
barge. The following assumptions also remain unchanged; 

Construction:  

(a) Construction workforce averaging 80 FTE and peaking at 120 FTE for up to 18 
months with  75% of construction staff will arrive as a single occupant car driver, 
the remainder will car share and travel by other sustainable modes of transport  

(b) All material removed from the development area is transported by road with an 
average of 20 HGV movements per day and a peak of up to 40 to 60 HGV 
movements per day  

(c) Up to 30 car parking spaces would be provided within the main development 
site. 

Operation: Up to one major maintenance period (duration three weeks) and four minor 
maintenance visits (duration one week) per annum, requiring up to 20 and six staff daily 
respectively 

Decommissioning: Transport requirements no greater than during the construction 
period. 

3.23 The new sections of the proposed access route using public highway to access Zone H 
are set out below along with their existing traffic flows.  

 

Link 
Number  

Link Description  24 Hour Annual Average 
Daily Traffic Flow (AADT)  

  Total Vehicles Heavy 
Vehicles 

16 A1089 between Marshfoot Road roundabout 
and Asda roundabout 

29,123 6,948 

17 A1089 between Asda Roundabout and Port of 
Tilbury Gate 1 

13,477 6,235 

18 A1089 between Port of Tilbury Gate 1 and Port 
of Tilbury Gate 2 

5,263 1,382 

19 A1089 / Fort Road between Tilbury Gate 2 and 
Tilbury exit signage / change of speed limit 

2,778 845 
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20 Fort Road between Tilbury exit signage / change 
of speed limit and Brennan Road 

1,413 220 

21 Fort Road between Brennan Road and Coopers 
Shaw Road 

1,906 243 

 
 
3.24 As set out in the PEIR, any link in a sensitive location where changes in total traffic flows 

or HGV flows resulting from the development are predicted to be less than 10% and 30% 
respectively is screened out of the assessment. It should be noted that changes in total 
traffic flows of less than 10% are generally considered to be insignificant given that the 
daily variations in background traffic flows may fluctuate by this amount. Any link where 
changes in total traffic flows are predicted to be less than 30% when not in a sensitive 
location are also screened out of the assessment.   It is expected that the construction 
traffic flows would not exceed these thresholds and it is therefore expected that these 
links can be screened out of the assessment 

3.25 Since the PEIR, there have been changes to the other emerging development sites that 
informed the cumulative impact assessment.  These are currently being studied and a 
revised cumulative impact assessment will be set out within the submitted ES.  

 

Common Land 
 
4.1 The main construction site (Zone A) as previously consulted upon is situated on Walton 

Common which is registered common land. Some of the area which has been added to 
the main site to provide necessary land for carbon capture readiness (shown green on the 
enclosed Change Plan) is also Common Land. The spur of Walton Common extending 
north from the main area of Common Land to the railway has been removed from the 
development boundary and will not be affected.  

4.2 The previously affected common land area was 10.03 hectares, to which 0.2ha has been 
removed and 0.41ha added. Altogether it is proposed that 10.20 hectares of common 
will required to deregistered and replaced.  

4.3 A small area of land in Zone D1 is also Common Land which would be interfered with by 
the development. This common land is along the side of the footpath that will be crossed 
by the underground gas pipeline and around 0.08 ha would be affected by construction 
of the pipeline. Following completion of the works, there would be no continuing impact 
on the commons use in this area. Thurrock Power therefore proposes not to deregister 
this area but only to seek commons consent to install and maintain the gas pipeline 
through it.  

4.4 Replacement Common Land is proposed in Zone E. Thurrock Power has added 0.05 ha to 
this area to provide a footpath link to Fort Road. The total area of proposed exchanged 
land has therefore increased slightly to 11.65  ha. Zone E comprises soils of a similar type 
to those found on Walton Common and is therefore considered to be of equivalent 
quality. Zone E is currently being cropped and would need to be established with a 
suitable grassland mix prior to works commencing on Zone A. This grassland would be, 
as a minimum, suitable for grazing and occasional cropping of standard hay. 

4.5 The previously proposed abnormal loads routes including a crane over the rail line and 
construction of an access through Parsonage Common have been removed (shown 
coloured orange on the Change Plan). The alteration of the access proposals has 
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removed the need to take abnormal load access over and use part of Parsonage Common 
a crane site and laydown area. The areas within red line crossing Parsonage Common are 
access routes required to allow access to the new common land and the habitat 
enhancement areas. During construction, access is required to the new common land 
(Zone E) to allow works to create land equivalent in quality and nature to Walton 
Common. These works are anticipated to include topsoil strip or deep plough, re-planting 
with grass, and potential further planting.  

4.6 The works on the habitat enhancement areas are likely to include ditch creation, 
stripping of some of the topsoil (some of which can be used for construction of bee 
banks), ploughing to mix remaining topsoil with subsoil to reduce soil nutrient content, 
pond creation, creation of hummock / hollows, scrub and  hedgerow planting and 
creation of habitat features (hibernacula, log piles, rubble mounds).  

4.7 The use of these accesses over Parsonage Common would be minimal during operation 
as they are required for maintenance of the habitat enhancement areas only. No hard 
surfacing is proposed and access would reflect current agricultural access use of the 
Common.  

4.8 A small area of common land would have been affected by the proposed east-west haul 
route. As that route has been removed from the proposal the impact on common land is 
removed in that case.  

4.9 The proposed replacement land is immediately adjacent to and adjoins Parsonage 
Common. The addition of the footpath link is proposed as it is considered it would 
increase the connectivity of the replacement land, particularly to the small area of 
Common Land adjacent to the housing on the west side of Fort Road.  The precise legal 
status of this link and its maintenance has not been decided yet. The replacement 
common would improve the utility of the common by creating better connectivity which 
does not require crossing the railway line (and therefore has increased safety over the 
existing) and creating a circular walking route.  

Wildlife habitat compensation and enhancement 

4.10 Two areas of land (Zones F1 and F2) for wildlife habitat compensation and enhancement 
between the railway and Cooper Shaw Road have been changed to separate this land 
from the exchange Common Land area (Zone E). This improves the habitat creation that 
is possible, without conflicting the grazing use of the Common Land.  

4.11 The habitat compensation and enhancement land will provide habitat for a range of 
species known to be present across the main development site, including invertebrates, 
reptiles, breeding birds including Cetti’s Warbler, foraging bats and water voles, and 
therefore will mitigate losses of habitat for construction of the development.  

4.12 The Zone E common land restoration, while not primarily intended as ecological 
mitigation, will also provide additional habitat for species such as reptiles and 
invertebrates.  

 

HOW TO RESPOND TO THIS CONSULTATION 
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Responses/feedback to the changes set out in this consultation can be provided in the following 
ways: 

By Email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk 

By Freepost: Freepost THURROCK POWER 

By Telephone: 0207 1860580 



 
 
Appendix 7.18 
 
Plan showing the zones within the DCO 
boundary at October 2018 









 
 
Appendix 7.19 
 
Zone Plan showing the zones within the 
DCO boundary proposed at October 2019 





 
 
Appendix 7.20 
 
Change Plan showing proposed project 
changes at October 2019 
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Plan showing the proposed DCO boundary 
at October 2019 
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Appendix 7.22 
 
PINS’ note of meeting with the Applicant, 
20th September 2019 



 

Meeting note 
 

Project name Thurrock Flexible Generation Plant (TFGP)  

File reference EN010092 

Status Draft 

Author The Planning Inspectorate 

Date 20 September 2019 

Meeting with  Thurrock Power Ltd 

Venue  Temple Quay House, Bristol 

Meeting 

objectives  

Project Update 

Circulation All attendees 

 

Summary of key points discussed and advice given 

 

The Planning Inspectorate (the Inspectorate) advised that a note of the meeting would 

be taken and published on its website in accordance with section 51 of the Planning Act 

2008 (the PA2008). Any advice given under section 51 would not constitute legal advice 

upon which applicants (or others) could rely.  

 
Project update 

 

The red line boundary has altered, omitting some areas north of the proposed 

generating station site and incorporating additional land to the south. The project will 

now contain a causeway, which will be used to transport abnormal indivisible loads from 

the River Thames to the site of the proposed generating station. The Applicant explained 

that as most of the building materials would now be delivered via the causeway, the 

construction traffic impact from the project will be lower than previously proposed and 

certain temporary accesses, road closures and highway improvements are no longer 

required. There would also no longer be a need to crane materials/ equipment over the 

railway. It was confirmed that the Applicant will be using Tilbury2 access road when 

needed. The causeway is proposed to be a permanent structure (including elements in 

the marine area) and would result in the loss of an area of saltmarsh. 

 

The baseline studies and potential impacts considered in the Environmental Statement 

and Habitats Regulations Assessment would address the new areas of land take and 

changes to the project.    

 

The two options for the gas pipeline will be retained in the Applicant’s final draft 

Development Consent Order (DCO) as requested by the landowner. 

 

The draft order will also contain a Deemed Marine Licence (DML), and the Applicant 

confirmed they had been in discussions with the Marine Management Organisation and 

Port of London Authority with regard to the proposed causeway. 

 

The Applicant noted there is no longer an interaction between the red line boundary of 

this project and that of the Lower Thames Crossing.  



 
 

 

Consultation 

 

The Applicant confirmed that it intends to reconsult under s42, 47 and 48 of the PA2008 

due to the changes to the project. The Applicant intends only to reconsult the s47 

consultees who responded to the original consultation due to the low public interest in 

the project. The Applicant was advised to publish the notices in the same manner as an 

offshore windfarm due to the DML.  The Inspectorate noted that the s55 checklist 

(Section 19(d)) had been updated in January 2019 in this regard (see the Inspectorate’s 

Advice Note 6, Appendix 3). The Applicant confirmed that it was discussing with the host 

local authority whether the Statement of Community Consultation needed to be updated. 

The updated consultation documentation will be accompanied by a changes report to aid 

the consultees. 

 

Anticipated submission date 

 

December 2019 

 

Any Other Business 

 

The Inspectorate drew the Applicant’s attention to the Highways England guidance on 

Water Preferred Policy – Guidelines for the movement of abnormal indivisible loads 

(Updated May 2019) which provides details of the water preferred policy for the 

movement of abnormal loads, and the correspondence from the Department for 

Transport regarding the movement of abnormal loads, which is available on the guidance 

section of the Inspectorate’s website.  

 

The Inspectorate advised that its Advice Note 17 – Cumulative Effects Assessment had 

recently been updated.  



 
 
Appendix 7.23 
 
S46 Notice to Secretary of State, 9th 
October 2019 



1st Floor 145 Kensington Church Street
London, W87LP

Karl-Jonas Johansson
Case Officer
National Infrastructure 
The Planning Inspectorate
Temple Quay House
Temple Quay
Bristol
BS1 6PN

9th October 2019

Dear K-J

Thurrock Power Limited (a Statera Energy Group Company)
Proposed Flexible Generation Plant in Thurrock
Notification under Section 46 of the Planning Act 2008

The Secretary of State is hereby notified in accordance with section 46 of the Planning Act 2008 that 
Thurrock Power Limited (‘Thurrock Power’) intends to apply for a development consent order for the 
construction and operation of a gas fired electricity flexible generation plant with generating 
capacity of up to 600 megawatts (MW) together with up to 150 MW of battery storage capacity. The 
proposed development is a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP).

Thurrock Power undertook public consultation on the proposals in October and November 2018 and 
a notice of that consultation was sent to you on !2th October 2018, in accordance with section 46 of 
the Planning Act 2008. 

Subsequent to that public consultation on the proposals, design changes have taken place as a result 
of the responses received to consultation, input from specialist bodies and ongoing iterative design 
development.  Thurrock Power are therefore now undertaking further consultation on the amended 
proposals in accordance with sections 42 to 48 of the Planning Act 2008. The consultation will run 
from 11th October 2019 to 11th November 2019.

This letter is therefore sent to you in fulfilment of Thurrock Power’s duty to notify you of this 
consultation as required by section 46 of the Planning Act 2008. 

Please find enclosed a copy of the documents which are being provided to section 42 consultees:

1. Section 42 consultation letter of October 2019;
2. Section 42 consultation letter of October 2018;
3. Project Changes Report;
4. Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018; 
5. Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary;
6. Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 
7. Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and
8. Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019.

If you have any questions or require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me:



Thurrock Power Limited
1st Floor
145 Kensington Church Street
London 
W8 7LP

Telephone: 0207 1860580
Email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk

Yours sincerely

Andrew Troup
Director

Encs: 
 Section 42 consultation letter of October 2019;
 Section 42 consultation letter of October 2018;
 Project Changes Report;
 Plan showing the zones within the DCO boundary at October 2018; 
 Zone Plan showing the zones within the now proposed DCO boundary;
 Change Plan showing the project changes now proposed; 
 Plan showing the DCO boundary now proposed; and
 Public Notice under S48 of the Act published in October 2019.



 
 
Appendix 7.24 
 
Amended and second amended S48 
Notices, October 2019 



THURROCK POWER LIMITED 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 48 Planning Act 2008 

Regulation 4 Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and 

Procedure) Regulations 2009 

 

Notice of consultation regarding changes to proposed application for 

Development Consent Order to construct, operate and decommission the 

Thurrock Flexible Generation Plant, Tilbury Marshes. 

 
1. This Notice is supplemental to the Notice published in October 2018 wherein it was stated 

that:   

• Thurrock Power Limited (‘TPL’), of 1st Floor, 145 Kensington Church Street, London, 

W8 7LP intends to apply to the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial 

Strategy for a Development Consent Order (‘DCO’) under section 37 of the Planning 

Act 2008 (the ‘Act’) to authorise the construction, operation and decommissioning 

of a gas fired flexible electricity generation plant and battery storage facility (the 

‘Project’).  

• The Project consists of; reciprocating gas engines with rated electrical output 

totalling up to 600 MW, batteries with rated electrical output of 150 MW and 

storage capacity of up to 600 MW, associated electrical and control equipment, new 

access roads, a gas pipeline connection to the gas national transmission system, an 

electrical export connection via underground cables to the immediately adjacent 

National Grid Tilbury Substation, and common land exchange. 

• The main development site for the Project covers an area of approximately 18 

hectares and is located on the Tilbury Marshes, just east of the existing Tilbury 

Substation, in Thurrock, Essex 

• The Project is EIA development and an Environmental Impact Assessment will be 

required to accompany the application. 

 

The full Notice published in October 2018 is available on the Project website: 

www.thurrockpower.co.uk.  

 

2. The initial consultation for the project ran from 16th October 2018 to 14th November 2018. 

Copies of the documents relating to that consultation, including the Preliminary 

Environmental Information Report (‘PEIR’),  are still available on the Project website: 

www.thurrockpower.co.uk.  

 

3. As a result of responses to the initial consultation, discussion with stakeholders and ongoing 

iterative design refinement, certain aspects of the Project have been changed. In particular: 

• Construction access to the site will be taken from the south and west rather than to 

the north; 



• A new permanent causeway into the River Thames will be constructed and used 

during construction for the delivery of abnormal indivisible loads by water, along 

with a haul road from the causeway to the construction site. There are two, 

alternative, options proposed for the route of that haul road in this consultation; 

 

• Primary construction access will be from the west through land to the north of the 

recently constructed Tilbury 2 site and will connect the main Project site to the 

A1089 public highway; 

• Previously proposed access routes for abnormal indivisible loads have been 

removed from the Project; 

• Previously proposed works to existing public highways to the north of the Project 

site and the creation of a new construction haul road running east-west from the 

A126 Gateway Academy roundabout have been removed from the Project; 

• Alteration of the areas of land to be used for wildlife habitat compensation; 

• Additional land to the west of the main Project site has been included for carbon 

capture readiness; and 

• A new footpath has been added to link Fort Road with the replacement common 

land included in the Project. 

 

4. Documents, maps and plans containing further Information about the design changes will be 

available to view or download free of charge on the Project website: 

(www.thurrockpower.co.uk) from 4th October 2019.  

 

5. The consultation documents mentioned in paragraph 4, above, will also be available to view 

free of charge during the formal re-consultation period, from 4th October 2019 to 2nd 

November 2019, at the following public venues (opening times may vary):  

 

 

Location Address 

Thurrock Council Civic Offices, New Road, Grays, RM17 6SL 

Tilbury Hub 16 Civic Square, Tilbury, RM18 8ZZ 

Gravesend Library  Windmill Street, Gravesend, DA12 1BE 

Chadwell St Mary Library  Brentwood Road, Chadwell St Mary, Grays, RM16 4JP 

 

6. If you wish to respond to this notice and/or make representations about the changes to the 

Project, these should be provided to TPL. Responses or representations can be made in the 

following ways: email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk; Freepost to: Freepost THURROCK 

POWER; telephone: 0207 1860580. Please include your name and a postal or email address 

where correspondence about the response can be sent. Please also indicate whether you 

would like to receive updates on the Project by email. 

 

7. Your responses will be analysed by TPL and/or their appointed agents. Responses may be 

made public (although personal information will be removed) and copies may be made 

available to the Planning Inspectorate, Secretary of State and/or other relevant statutory 

bodies. If you are responding on behalf of an organisation, the organisation may be named 

in the Consultation Report which will accompany our DCO application. 

 

8. Please note that all responses must be received by TPL by 11.59pm on 2nd November 

2019. TPL cannot guarantee that late responses will be considered. 



THURROCK POWER LIMITED 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 48 Planning Act 2008 

Regulation 4 Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009 

 

Amended Notice of consultation regarding changes to proposed application for Development Consent Order 

to construct, operate and decommission the Thurrock Flexible Generation Plant, Tilbury Marshes. 

 

1. This Notice replaces that published in the Gravesend Messenger newspaper on 26th September 

2019. Due to circumstances beyond the control of Thurrock Power Limited (‘TPL’), the dates of the 

consultation on the project changes summarised below have had to be changed to 11th October 

2019 to 11th November 2019. 

2. This Notice is supplemental to the Notice published in October 2018 wherein it was stated that:   

• TPL, of 1st Floor, 145 Kensington Church Street, London, W8 7LP intends to apply to the 

Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy for a Development Consent 

Order (‘DCO’) under section 37 of the Planning Act 2008 (the ‘Act’) to authorise the 

construction, operation and decommissioning of a gas fired flexible electricity generation 

plant and battery storage facility (the ‘Project’).  

• The Project consists of; reciprocating gas engines with rated electrical output totalling up to 

600 MW, batteries with rated electrical output of 150 MW and storage capacity of up to 600 

MW, associated electrical and control equipment, new access roads, a gas pipeline 

connection to the gas national transmission system, an electrical export connection via 

underground cables to the immediately adjacent National Grid Tilbury Substation, and 

common land exchange. 

• The main development site for the Project covers an area of approximately 18 hectares and 

is located on the Tilbury Marshes, just east of the existing Tilbury Substation, in Thurrock, 

Essex 

• The Project is EIA development and an Environmental Impact Assessment will be required to 

accompany the application. 

 

The full Notice published in October 2018 is available on the Project website: 

www.thurrockpower.co.uk.  

 

3. The initial consultation for the project ran from 16th October 2018 to 14th November 2018. Copies of 

the documents relating to that consultation, including the Preliminary Environmental Information 

Report (‘PEIR’),  are still available on the Project website: www.thurrockpower.co.uk.  

 

4. As a result of responses to the initial consultation, discussion with stakeholders and ongoing iterative 

design refinement, certain aspects of the Project have been changed. In particular: 

• Construction access to the site will be taken from the south and west rather than to the 

north; 

• A new permanent causeway into the River Thames will be constructed and used during 

construction for the delivery of abnormal indivisible loads by water, along with a haul road 

from the causeway to the construction site. There are two, alternative, options proposed for 

the route of that haul road in this consultation; 

• Primary construction access will be from the west through land to the north of the recently 

constructed Tilbury 2 site and will connect the main Project site to the A1089 public highway; 

• Previously proposed access routes for abnormal indivisible loads have been removed from 

the Project; 

• Previously proposed works to existing public highways to the north of the Project site and 

the creation of a new construction haul road running east-west from the A126 Gateway 

Academy roundabout have been removed from the Project; 



• Alteration of the areas of land to be used for wildlife habitat compensation; 

• Additional land to the west of the main Project site has been included for carbon capture 

readiness; and 

• A new footpath has been added to link Fort Road with the replacement common land 

included in the Project. 

 

5. Documents, maps and plans containing further Information about the design changes will be available 

to view or download free of charge on the Project website: (www.thurrockpower.co.uk) from 11th 

October 2019.  

 

6. The consultation documents mentioned in paragraph 5, above, will also be available to view free of 

charge during the formal consultation period, from 11th October 2019 to 11th November 2019, at the 

following public venues (opening times may vary):  

 

 

Location Address 

Thurrock Council Civic Offices, New Road, Grays, RM17 6SL 

Tilbury Hub 16 Civic Square, Tilbury, RM18 8ZZ 

Gravesend Library  Windmill Street, Gravesend, DA12 1BE 

Chadwell St Mary Library  Brentwood Road, Chadwell St Mary, Grays, RM16 4JP 

 

7. If you wish to respond to this notice and/or make representations about the changes to the Project, 

these should be provided to TPL. Responses or representations can be made in the following ways: 

email: contact@thurrockpower.co.uk; Freepost to: Freepost THURROCK POWER; telephone: 0207 

1860580. Please include your name and a postal or email address where correspondence about the 

response can be sent. Please also indicate whether you would like to receive updates on the Project 

by email. 

 

8. Your responses will be analysed by TPL and/or their appointed agents. Responses may be made public 

(although personal information will be removed) and copies may be made available to the Planning 

Inspectorate, Secretary of State and/or other relevant statutory bodies. If you are responding on 

behalf of an organisation, the organisation may be named in the Consultation Report which will 

accompany our DCO application. 

 

9. Please note that all responses must be received by TPL by 11.59pm on 11th November 2019. TPL 

cannot guarantee that late responses will be considered. 
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Appendix 7.26 to the Consultation Report 

 

List of Non-Statutory Consultees Consulted for the First Time in 

2019 

 

1. Non-Statutory:  Non-Marine Consultees 

 

Name  Address 

Essex Wildlife Trust 

Biological Records 

Centre 

Abbotts Hall Farm, Maldon Road, Great Wigborough, 

Colchester, CO5 7RZ 

Coalhouse Fort 

Project 

Princess Margaret Road, East Tilbury, RM18 8PB 

INTU (Lakeside 

Shopping Centre) 

West Thurrock Way, Grays, RM20 2ZP 

The Company 

Secretary 

AWG Group Limited, Lancaster House, Lancaster Way, 

Ermine Business Park, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE29 

6XU 

The Chief Executive Bank of Scotland plc, The Mound, Edinburgh, EH1 1YZ 

The Chief Executive Barclays Bank UK plc, 1 Churchill Place, London, E12 5HP 

The Company 

Secretary 

Barking Power Limited, Barking Power Station, Chequers 

Lane, Dagenham, Essex RM9 6PF 

Benjamin Lloyd Smith 66 Heath Road, Chadwell St Mary, RM16 4XJ 

The Company 

Secretary 

BOC Limited, The Priestley Centre, 10 Priestley Road, Surrey 

Research Park, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 7XY 

The Company 

Secretary 

Instalcom UK Limited, 467 Rayners Lane, Pinner, HA5 5ET 

The Company 

Secretary 

International Power Limited, Level 20, 25 Canada Square, 

London, E14 5LQ 

The Company 

Secretary 

Interoute Vtesse Limited, C/O Interoute Communications 

Limited, 25 Canada Square, London, E14 5LQ 

The Chief Executive Thurrock District Scout Council, Condovers Activities Centre, 

Church Road, East Tilbury, RM18 8QX,  

The Chief Executive Thurrock District Scout Council, 39 Advice Avenue, Grays, 

RM16 6QN 



 

2. Non-Statutory: Marine Consultees 

 

Name  Address 

Kent and Essex 

Inshore Fisheries and 

Conservation 

Authority 

The Sail Loft, Shipyard Estate, Colchester, CO7 0AR 

Sea Cadets TS Nautilus, Church Road, Basildon, SS16 4AH 

Merchant Navy 

Association 

51 Penswick Avenue, Thornton-Cleveleys, FY5 3BH 

Tilbury Sea Scouts 49 N View Avenue, Tilbury, RM18 7RT 
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 Appendix 7.27 to the Consultation Report 

 

Table Setting Out Details of the Consultation Materials sent to 

Consultees in October 2019 

 

1. Group Consultees: Further Consultation 

 

Consultee 

Category 

Consultation Type Enclosures 

S42  

Statutory 

 

Further Consultation • Consultation Letter 

10/18; 

• Project Changes 

Report; 

• Zone Plan at 10/18; 

• Zone Plan 2019; 

• Change Plan;  

• Plan of new DCO 

boundary; 

• S48 Notice 2019. 

S42 

Statutory 

Marine  

 

Further Consultation • Consultation Letter 

10/18; 

• Project Changes 

Report; 

• Zone Plan at 10/18; 

• Zone Plan 2019; 

• Change Plan;  

• Plan of new DCO 

boundary; 

• S48 Notice 2019. 

Non- 

Statutory 

Further Consultation • Consultation Letter 

10/18; 

• Zone Plan at 10/18; 

• Zone Plan 2019; 

• Change Plan;  



• Plan of new DCO 

boundary; 

• S48 Notice 2019. 

Non- 

Statutory 

Marine 

 

 Further Consultation • Consultation Letter 

10/18; 

• Zone Plan at 10/18; 

• Zone Plan 2019; 

• Change Plan;  

• Plan of new DCO 

boundary; 

• S48 Notice 2019. 

S43 Local 

Authorities 

 

 Further Consultation • Consultation Letter 

10/18; 

• Project Changes 

Report; 

• Zone Plan at 10/18; 

• Zone Plan 2019; 

• Change Plan;  

• Plan of new DCO 

boundary; 

• S48 Notice 2019. 

S44 Land 

Interests  

(Categories 

1 and 2) 

 Further Consultation • Consultation Letter 

12/18; 

• Project Changes 

Report; 

• Zone Plan at 10/18; 

• Zone Plan 2019; 

• Change Plan;  

• Plan of new DCO 

boundary. 

S44 Land 

Interests 

(Category 

3)  

Further Consultation • Consultation Letter 

10/18; 

• Project Changes 

Report; 



 • Zone Plan at 10/18; 

• Zone Plan 2019; 

• Change Plan;  

• Plan of new DCO 

boundary. 

S47 Local 

Community 

 

 Further Consultation • Consultation Letter 

10/18; 

• Zone Plan at 10/18; 

• Zone Plan 2019; 

• Change Plan;  

• Plan of new DCO 

boundary. 

 

2. Group Consultees:  First Time Consultation  

 

Consultee 

Category 

Consultation Type Enclosures 

 Non- 

Statutory 

 

First Consultation • Consultation Letter 

10/18; 

• Zone Plan at 10/18; 

• Zone Plan 2019; 

• Change Plan;  

• Plan of new DCO 

boundary; 

• S48 Notice 2019. 

Non-

Statutory 

Marine 

 

First Consultation • Consultation Letter 10/18; 

• Zone Plan at 10/18; 

• Zone Plan 2019; 

• Change Plan;  

• Plan of new DCO 

boundary; 

• S48 Notice 2019. 

S44 Land 

Interests 

First Consultation • Consultation Letter 12/18; 

• Project Changes Report; 



(Categories 

1 and 2) 

• Zone Plan at 10/18; 

• Zone Plan 2019; 

• Change Plan;  

• Plan of new DCO 

boundary. 

S44 Land 

Interests 

(Category 3) 

 

First Consultation • Consultation Letter 10/18; 

• Project Changes Report; 

• Zone Plan at 10/18; 

• Zone Plan (current); 

• Change Plan;  

• Plan of new DCO 

boundary. 
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Email Applicant to Thurrock Council 
regarding proposed further consultation, 
25th September 2019 



1

Kirsty Cassie

From: Andrew Troup

Sent: 25 September 2019 12:54

To: Purvis, Chris

Cc: Gallagher, Matthew; Kirsty Cassie; Stephanie Boswall

Subject: Thurrock Power - Further Consultation.

Attachments: SoCC.pdf; Order Limits (redline).pdf; Zone Plan.pdf; Changes since PEIR (labelled) 

.pdf; Changes since PEIR (unlabelled) .pdf; Consultation on Project Changes.pdf

Chris/Matt 

 

Thank you for the call yesterday.  

 

Given the changes we have discussed to the project i.e. changes to the access arrangements (the new causeway and 

the new construction access route through Port of Tilbury, plus dropping the northern construction access and the 

haul road), plus some other refinements, we are running a further consultation. 

 

We discussed our approach to this consultation with PINS on Friday and they were content with it. 

 

They recommended that we run it past you because it is in addition to what was envisaged by the Statement of 

Community Consultation and because the project discussed at that time is now different because of the project 

changes, albeit that we think the changes reduce the overall impacts and improve the project. 

 

I attach a letter which explains the consultation now proposed.   In essence we will be: 

 

-       Writing to all the same statutory and non-statutory consultees and all land interests who fall within the original 

and new red line, drawing attention to (a) revised red line (b) plan explaining the changes (c) Report on the changes; 

-       Writing to the same local authorities consulted previously; 

-      Writing to everyone in the locality who responded last time or asked to be kept informed; 

-       Writing to additional marine consultees as a result of the causeway; 

-        Writing to any newly identified consultees who have been identified as a result of the project changes; 

-       Publishing a formal Section 48 Notice in two local papers (for 2 weeks) plus once in each of the Times, London 

Gazette, Lloyd’s List, and Fishing News, with the consultation documents at the same four deposit locations as used 

during the initial consultation. 

 

We are not proposing any public exhibitions or a general mail drop. 

 

Consultation period to be 4th October to 2nd November 2019 (starting the day after the 2nd Notice in local papers 

appears). 

 

PINS has agreed this approach seems proportionate to the changes.  

 

Please note that the red line boundary now reflects an issue with ground stability (identified in the last few days) 

which means that there will be a small corridor of land added to the eastern side of the route of the haul road from 

the causeway to the main site, so that there are two, alternative, routes proposed for that road. The landowners are 

the same and I do not think including this alternative route gives rise to any particular issues.  

 

Early confirmation that you are happy with this approach would be much appreciated. 

 

Kind regards,  

 

Andrew 

Andrew Troup 



2

Director | Statera Energy Limited 

1st Floor | 145 Kensington Church Street 

London  | W8 7LP 

 

 

www.stateraenergy.co.uk 
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Email Thurrock Council to the Applicant 
approving proposed further consultation 
25th September 2019 



 
 

Civic Offices, New Road, Grays Essex, RM17 6SL 
 
Development Management 

 

 
 

Applicant: Andrew Troup 
Stratera Energy Limited 
 

  

  
  

E-Mail:  dm@thurrock.gov.uk 

Date: 25 September 2019 

 
 

Dear Mr Troup 
 

Planning Act 2008 
 

Reference: Further Consultation to a future Development Consent Order 

[DCO/NSIP] 

Proposal:  Two Gas Fired Electricity Generating Stations (GFEGS) at 299.99MW 

each and a Battery Storage Facility (BSF) at 150MW to be known 

collectively as Thurrock Power Flexible Generation Plant 

Location:  Land to the north of the former Tilbury Power Station 

 

Thank you for your letter and email dated 25 September 2019, and further to our 

telephone conversation on 24 September 2019 I write to you regarding the above. 

 

In light of the revised information and further consultation approach to be undertaken as 

set out in your email, and as agreed by the Planning Inspectorate, I write to confirm that 

we have no objections to this approach ahead of a future submission of Development 

Consent Order [DCO/NSIP].  

 

I also note that your intention to submission the DCO in early December 2019 and I would 

be grateful if you can keep us informed of the submission date.  

 

I trust that this information is of assistance. Please note that the above advice is given 

without prejudice to the consideration and determination of any forthcoming application.   

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Chris Purvis 

Principal Planning Officer (Major Applications) 
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Email Applicant to Thurrock Council 
regarding amended timetable for proposed 
further consultation, 26th September 2019 



1

Kirsty Cassie

From: Andrew Troup

Sent: 14 February 2020 13:33

To: Kirsty Cassie

Subject: FW: Thurrock Power - consultation

Attachments: Email to Chris Purvis at Thurrock Council.docx

 

 

From: Andrew Troup  

Sent: 26 September 2019 16:17 

To: Purvis, Chris <  

Cc: Gallagher, Matthew  

Subject: Thurrock Power - consultation 

 
Chris I’m at large today so apologies for indirect email. Bit of a nightmare with the Thurrock Gazette today 

( 8 pages of the paper weren’t printed including our Notice); pushes everything back a week ! 

 

Andrew. 



 
 
Appendix 7.31 
 
Email from the Thurrock Gazette regarding 
print-run error, September 2019 





 
 
Appendix 7.32 
 
News item regarding amended dates for 
further consultation uploaded to the 
project website on 26th September 2019 





 
 
Appendix 7.33 
 
Copies of second amended S48 Notice 
published in two local newspapers, on 3rd 
and 10th October 2019 











 
 
Appendix 7.34 
 
Copies of second amended S48 Notice 
published in the Times, Lloyd’s List and 
Fishing News, 10th October 2019 
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Screenshot of the ‘documents’ page of the 
project website as at February 2020 






